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Driving simulators have been extensively used over the last decades and technological advancements have propelled their development for cars, trucks and other vehicles with four (or more) wheels. This dissertation focuses on the use of driving simulators for two-wheeled vehicles and in particular on the development and evaluation of a motorcycle riding simulator for low speed maneuvering. The reason to focus on low speed maneuvers is related to the unstable nature of motorcycles at low speeds. A dedicated riding simulator could be used to train riders to cope with vehicle instabilities and develop active safety systems that can help them to maintain the vehicle balanced and avoid falling.

Existing riding simulators adopt simplified vehicle models to simulate motorcycle dynamics. In some cases, advanced non-linear models are adopted, but their validation is not always sufficiently described for the simulator application. Once the model has been integrated in the complete simulator, the results of its real-time simulation are used to provide feedback to the simulator rider through the cueing systems. Motion cueing is particularly interesting due to the peculiar vehicle dynamics of two wheelers. Different approaches are found in literature, however the applied motion cueing methods are not based on understanding of human motion perception. Finally, the riding simulator should also be validated for its usage in the specific application domain and its fidelity and behavioral validity are often neglected.

In this thesis, specific aspects of development and validation of a riding simulator for low speed maneuvering are investigated. It addresses the following research objectives:

1. Analysis of the usability of a high fidelity motorcycle model for the reproduction of low speed longitudinal and lateral maneuvers,

2. Evaluation of optimization-based motion cueing and the adopted prediction strategy for the reproduction of low speed longitudinal and lateral maneuvers, and

3. Evaluation of riding simulator realism when reproducing longitudinal and lateral maneuvers at low speed.

The first two research objectives are related to development aspects of riding simulator, and each objective has been addressed in a separate chapter. Chapter 2 presents the development and validation of a high fidelity motorcycle model, in combination with powertrain, braking system and tires. A specific set of longitudinal and lateral maneuvers at low speed has been performed on an instrumented motorcycle. The experimental results have been used to update and validate the developed motorcycle model in the speed range between 0 and 10 meters per second. Two dedicated controllers have been developed and coupled with the motorcycle model to stabilize it during the transition from and to standstill, and to steer the motorcycle for the reproduction of lateral
maneuvers. Results show that the developed model accurately reproduced longitudinal and lateral accelerations that were measured on the actual vehicle, with the steering controller introducing a lag in the lateral acceleration. The model was also integrated in a riding simulator for human-in-the-loop simulations.

Chapter 3 addresses the second research objective on the evaluation of optimization-based motion cueing algorithms. The investigation focuses on the usability of such cueing algorithms for the reproduction of low speed maneuvers. For practical reasons, four-wheeled vehicles were studied first. An optimization-based motion cueing algorithm was developed and the adoption of two prediction strategies was evaluated. The first prediction strategy, oracle, assumes perfect knowledge of future vehicle motion, it cannot be used for driver-in-the-loop simulations and it is considered as a reference to evaluate the best motion cueing quality that can be achieved. The second strategy, constant, ignores changes in the future reference and assumes a constant reference equal to last vehicle status. To evaluate the effects of the adopted prediction strategy, motion cueing quality indicators have been defined to quantify correlation, delay and absolute difference with respect to the reference motion to reproduce on the simulator. As expected, the results show that the ideal prediction provides the best motion cueing quality, managing the use of the limited workspace by coordinating multiple motion cueing mechanisms. The analysis of the results also provides indications of what should be improved for the development of advanced prediction strategies for optimization-based motion cueing algorithms.

The second part of this thesis is dedicated to the third research objective on the evaluation of simulator realism, where two experiments were carried out on a motion based riding simulator for its evaluation in reproducing longitudinal and combined longitudinal and lateral dynamics maneuvers. For both experiments, the motorcycle model presented in Chapter 2 was adopted, after integration in the riding simulator. In Chapter 4 only longitudinal dynamics maneuvers were performed. The simulator evaluation, and the effect of added physical motion, was carried out by analyzing rider’s behavior and the assessment of simulator presence. Results show that the 12 participants were able to accelerate from 0 to 13.9 meters per second and brake to standstill without falling. The addition of simulator motion did not have significant influence on the task performed, but it had a significant positive influence on simulator presence.

In Chapter 5, another experiment with 12 participants was performed to validate the riding simulator for both longitudinal and lateral dynamics maneuvers in the speed range between 0 and 10 meters per second. Participants were asked to reproduce the same maneuvers that were used to validate the motorcycle model. Results show that the participants were able to reproduce the maneuvers without falling or losing balance, with the turning maneuver resulting often in large path deviation. Overall, the simulator realism measured was rated to be sufficient, with good agreement between simulator and experimental results. The addition of physical simulator motion had a limited, positive, influence on braking performance and on simulator presence, particularly on the feeling of being involved in the virtual environment.

This thesis addresses the three research objectives regarding development and validation of riding simulators for low speed maneuvering. With respect to the first objective, a validated high fidelity motorcycle model with dedicated control strategies can
be used in a riding simulator for the reproduction of low speed longitudinal and lateral maneuvers. This allows future applications of riding simulators for the subjective evaluation of model modifications before the availability of physical prototypes, and the possibility to evaluate safety systems to support riders. On the second objective of this thesis, it can be concluded that the adoption of optimization-based motion cueing algorithms has the potential to improve motion cueing quality. To benefit from this potential, dedicated prediction strategies need to be investigated to accurately estimate future vehicle motion. Finally, in relation to the third objective of this thesis, the developed riding simulator provides a sufficient level of realism for the reproduction of longitudinal and lateral maneuvers at low speeds, while the addition of physical motion provides minor positive effects on riding performance and perceived simulator realism. In conclusion, the presented simulator shows that riding simulators can be used for research and development applications at very low speeds, including from and to standstill.
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Introduction
1.1. Driving simulators

Driving simulators have been in use since the 1960s and technological advances of the last decades propelled their use in different domains for cars, trucks and other vehicles with four (or more) wheels. Currently, driving simulators are used in engineering for the development of new vehicles and control systems, but also from a psychological and medical perspective, to train and understand drivers. The functional elements used in a driving simulator are shown in Figure 1.1. The simulation computer processing block includes all computations required to compute vehicle motion relative to the environment, considering driver control actions, aerodynamics and road surface inputs. This block provides inputs to the sensory feedback generation block which produces sensory cueing commands or inputs to the sensory display device block. Given displayed sensory cues, the human operator (driver) senses this information and, based on training and experience, produces control inputs that are fed back to the simulation computer processing block. In Virtual Reality (VR) applications using Head Mounted Display (HMD), head orientation must also be provided to the simulation computer processing block.

![Figure 1.1: Functional elements of a driving simulator](image)

The major elements of a typical driving simulator are: cueing systems (visual, auditory, proprioceptive, and physical motion), vehicle dynamics, computational power, physical mock-up, measurement algorithms and data processing and storage.

Cueing systems are responsible for the stimulation of driver sensory and perceptual systems. In each of these systems the appropriate stimulus resulting from the drivers
control inputs must be computed and then accurately presented to the driver in real-time. Some cues, such as the steering feel, are a direct consequence of the driver’s control actions and the resulting vehicle response. Other cues, like motion, are a function of the vehicle response to driver’s input with the addition of independent inputs, such as vehicle-road interactions, aerodynamic forces and additional disturbances. Visual and auditory cues result from driver-vehicle interactions, but also have significant independent inputs provided by typical roadway elements (e.g., traffic, pedestrians, and traffic control devices) in the driving scenarios.

Vehicle dynamics are also critical to the development of driving simulators, together with vehicle-driver interaction, the effects of controls, the presentation of driving scenarios (road profiles, traffic control devices, traffic and pedestrians and roadside objects) and sensors and measurement algorithm. These aspects together represent important factors to achieve a valid representation of the driving environment.

Driving simulators have been developed in the automotive industry for many different types of vehicles and with various purposes. This dissertation focuses specifically on the use of driving simulators for two-wheeled vehicles.

1.2. **Motorcycle riding simulators**

In this section, some of the most advanced research simulators developed specifically for motorcycles are summarized. A complete list of riding simulators and their cueing systems that have been analyzed in this study is reported in Table 1.1.

The first driving simulator for a two-wheeled vehicle found in literature was developed by Honda, starting from 1988 and presented in [162]. This simulator adopted a motorcycle mock-up with seven actuators used to control 5 Degrees of Freedom (DOF) (lateral, roll, pitch, yaw and steering) with a projection screen and stereo sound generation. The simulator included a motorcycle model with 4 DOF. However, the motorcycle simulator was not usable due to the methodology adopted to render the roll motion and the steering feeling. The reproduction of roll motion by means of the physical mock-up made the riders unable to control the motorcycle model due to the lack of centrifugal force that compensates the lateral acceleration. It was also found that the rider had the tendency to steer in the direction of the turn, making it very difficult to maneuver in the intended direction.

After 1990, Honda developed a second prototype, with an actuated mock-up able to reproduce roll, pitch and yaw motion. An improved vehicle model was implemented, able to reproduce different maneuvers (i.e., slalom, lane change and obstacle avoidance) and riding conditions (i.e., riding at low speed and riding with cross wind) [89]. Finally, in 2002, Honda commercialized a new version of their riding simulator, with a 6 DOF motion platform, actuated steering and a HMD for visualization [22], see Figure 1.2. Although the Honda simulator represents the first advanced riding simulator, the adopted motorcycle model was based on simplified equations and a detailed subjective evaluation was not found in literature.

Another advanced riding simulator was developed by the PERCRO Laboratory of the School of Advanced Studies of Pisa. Their MORIS (Motorcycle Rider Simulator) simulator was presented in 2003. Similarly to the Honda simulator, they also adopted a 6 DOF motion system, but instead of a HMD they used a large projection screen. The MORIS
simulator is shown in Figure 1.3. This simulator was specifically designed as an engineering tool to be used by the motorcycle manufacturer to evaluate vehicle design modifications [52, 51]. A subjective evaluation was conducted with 20 subjects. Each subject had a 20 minutes trial without training to freely ride the motorcycle. The results showed a good overall sense of realism without symptoms of motion sickness [50]. Also this simulator adopted a simplified vehicle model, while additional details were reported on the adopted washout Motion Cueing Algorithm (MCA) [2].

In the early 2000s, a research group of the Mechanical Engineering Department of the University of Padua presented a first prototype of a riding simulator [30]. By 2011, they published the development and validation of their motorcycle simulator for rider training and for the development of innovative devices to improve rider safety. The mechanical mock-up was able to reproduce motion in 5 DOF: roll, pitch, yaw, lateral and steering. The visualization setup included a 180 degrees projection screen with a 5.1 surround system for the reproduction of acoustic cues. The simulator is shown in Figure 1.4. For the first time, the simulator adopted a non-linear motorcycle multibody model with 14 DOF [33, 31]. The results of the simulation of the motorcycle model were also compared with data measured on a real motorcycle for both slalom and cornering maneuvers [31]. Subjective evaluation was also performed with 20 subjects reproducing a set of maneuvers, including longitudinal, lateral and combined longitudinal and lateral dynamics. The results of the vehicle model simulation were comparable with experimental data and the subjective evaluation resulted to be satisfactory.
1.2. **Motorcycle riding simulators**

Figure 1.3: Motorcycle riding simulator developed during the MORIS project by the PERCRO Laboratory of the School of Advanced Studies of Pisa [50].

Figure 1.4: Motorcycle riding simulator developed by the University of Padua [32].
The DESMORI simulator, see Figure 1.5, was developed at the Würzburger Institut für Verkehrswissenschaften (WIVW). This simulator introduces a series of improvements with respect to the previously developed simulators. Similar to the MORIS simulator, it uses a real motorcycle mounted on a 6 DOF motion platform as simulator mock-up, where the original motorcycle controls are used to measure rider’s input to apply on the motorcycle model. Additional features introduced by this simulator are: a visualization system with multiple projectors and a cylindrical screen for wide field of view, a force sensor used to measure the roll torque that the rider applies to the motorcycle by shifting his/her weight on the vehicle and small screens used to reproduce rear view mirrors and motorcycle dashboard. Furthermore, the rider was provided with a customized vest connected to a rope towing mechanism actuated to provide proprioceptive feedback of acceleration. The motorcycle model adopted in this simulator has a similar complexity to what was integrated in the simulator of the University of Padua, but it is based on a commercially available software dedicated for real-time simulation of 2-wheeled vehicles [160]. Objective comparison of model simulation results with experimental data was not reported. Subjective evaluation was carried out with progressive increment of cueing system starting with only visual and adding (one by one) auditory, proprioceptive and motion. The effects of visual and acoustic cues achieved high ratings, while proprioceptive and motion cueing were attributed a medium to low influence on simulator realism.

Another motorcycle simulator was developed by Cruden, using a Ducati motorcycle as mock-up, with instrumentation mounted to measure rider’s input of throttle, brakes, clutch, gear shift, steering torque sensor and rider’s body position sensor. In this simula-
tor, the visualization of the virtual environment is provided using a HMD, while acoustic feedback is provided by a surround system. The motorcycle model is based on Cruden proprietary software, but no objective comparison with experimental data is reported. This simulator was subjectively evaluated for speed perception and path following, in the speed range between 50 and 120 km h$^{-1}$. The results show a satisfactory level of riding performance and simulator presence. The rider’s body position sensors resulted to be significant to reduce sickness when no motion was applied, while the addition of motion cueing influenced both riding performances and subjective evaluation [155, 156].

Table 1.1 provides an overview of riding simulators and their cueing systems. The table includes information about motion, steering, visual and sound systems used in the analyzed simulators. We can see that in terms of adopted motion system, most of the riding simulators are able to reproduce three or more DOF of motion. When only a few are reproduced, typically rotations are preferred. When only 1 DOF was selected, it was always the motorcycle roll angle. Regarding steering feedback, most of the simulators use active steering, with an electric motor applying torque at the handlebar. Only two simulators do not have active steering, but they still adopt elastic components to passively provide torque at the handlebar. Several simulators use projection systems or screens as visualization device, only two of them use HMD. All simulators have a sound system to provide acoustic cues.

### 1.3. GAP ANALYSIS

During the evolution of research oriented riding simulators, one of the aspects that has evolved over the years is the vehicle model adopted. Early riding simulators adopted simplified vehicle models, mostly based on linear equations of motion capable to reproduce the dynamics of a two wheeler for a specific speed. An important leap forward was done by the University of Padua with dedicated work in motorcycle mod-
Table 1.1: Overview of the riding simulators for research and development with respect to their cueing systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulator</th>
<th>Motion system (vestibular)</th>
<th>Steering actuation (proprioceptive)</th>
<th>Visualization system (visual)</th>
<th>Sound system (acoustic)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Honda [22]</td>
<td>6 DOF</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>HMD</td>
<td>Sound available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORIS [50]</td>
<td>6 DOF</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Large projection screen</td>
<td>Sound available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Padua [34]</td>
<td>4 DOF (roll, pitch, yaw, lateral)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Large projection screen</td>
<td>Surround system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFSTTAR [112]</td>
<td>3 DOF (roll, pitch, yaw)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3 screens setup</td>
<td>Surround system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Nottingham [143]</td>
<td>1 DOF</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Large projection screen</td>
<td>Surround system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monash University [133]</td>
<td>3 DOF (roll, pitch, vertical)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Single screen</td>
<td>Stereo sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIVW static I [160]</td>
<td>1 DOF (passive roll)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Medium size flat projection screen</td>
<td>Stereo sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIVW static II [159]</td>
<td>1 DOF (passive roll)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3 screens setup</td>
<td>Stereo sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESMORI [160]</td>
<td>6 DOF</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Large curved projection screen</td>
<td>Headphones integrated in helmet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMW Motorrad [74]</td>
<td>6 DOF</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Large flat projection screen</td>
<td>Surround system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cruden [155, 156]</td>
<td>6 DOF</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>HMD</td>
<td>Headphones integrated in HMD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOTORIST (this thesis)</td>
<td>6 DOF</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>HMD or screen</td>
<td>Headphones integrated in helmet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.3. **Gap analysis**

Simulation and real-time simulation [33]. This model is based on multibody theory and can be used to simulate the non-linear behaviors of a two wheeler, both at unstable and stable speeds. Such models can also be used to calculate the steering torque that the rider would feel at the handlebar while riding the vehicle. Although this work represented a great improvement in motorcycle modeling, many simulators kept using simplified models. Some riding simulators even adopted models of four wheels vehicles, inverting and amplifying the roll motion computed by the model to imitate the behavior of a two wheeler [143, 133]. Such models approximate the vehicle motion, but do not provide an accurate reproduction of the dynamics of an actual two wheeler. More recent riding simulators started to adopt advanced motorcycle vehicle models, with solutions based on proprietary software [160, 74, 156].

In most of the analyzed simulators, the validation of the adopted vehicle model for the maneuvers to be reproduced on the simulator is not reported. In cases where the model was validated against experimental data, the validation was typically performed for maneuvers at velocities above 10 m s\(^{-1}\). Although some of these simulators have been used to investigate maneuvers starting from standstill, most of them focused on the reproduction of maneuvers with vehicle velocities above 10 m s\(^{-1}\), avoiding the issues associated with the reproduction of the intrinsic unstable nature of two-wheeled vehicles at very low speed.

The solution of the vehicle model provides the necessary information to render the vehicle motion to the rider of the simulator. This is achieved by means of a control algorithm responsible to generate a reference signal for the motion system of the simulator. As reported in the riding simulators overview, most of the advanced riding simulators adopt a 6 DOF motion system to provide physical roll to the riders of the simulator. When a subset of DOF was chosen, the preference was always given to rotations and if only 1 DOF was selected it was always the motorcycle roll angle. Given the possibility to control the physical motion of the simulator, it is crucial to understand how to control it. For this reason, MCAs are adopted to compute how the motion system should be controlled starting from the integration of the vehicle's equations of motion.

Early simulators adopted classical washout MCAs, derived from aircraft and four-wheeled vehicles simulators. The simulators using a four-wheeled vehicle model controlled the motion system to implement the inverted roll angle obtained from the vehicle simulation (i.e., lean left in a left turn and vice versa). In one study [75], a comparison between a washout based MCA and a simplified approach is presented. The washout based motion cueing adopted a high pass filter to extract the high frequency component of the roll motion that was rendered using the motion system, while the low frequency content was rendered using visual cue. The result showed that the riders of the simulator preferred the simplified approach, where the computed roll angle of the motorcycle was split in two equal parts and reproduced with physical simulator roll in the direction of the turn and visualization roll in the opposite direction. Thereby, the physical motion rendered is reduced to a half of the computed roll angle, while the remaining part was rendered by rotating the visual horizon in the opposite direction, resulting in a total roll equal to the value computed by the vehicle simulation. Another study focused on the combination of visual and motion information in a simulator study where riders could choose visual and physical roll during a turn with given radius and at a specific speed.
In the latter study, the physical roll of the simulator was limited and the rider could adjust the visual roll to find the best compromise. Results show that the participants could be divided in two groups, some preferred more physical roll and other more visual roll. Another recent study [156] combined a washout MCA with a direct workspace management algorithm. Here the motorcycle roll angle computed by the vehicle model is scaled to 25% and then filtered with a first order low-pass filter. Results show that this algorithm was preferred to a no motion condition with improved simulator presence and better performances in the lane keeping maneuver. The reported literature shows the relevance of physical and visual motion cueing in particular for roll. However the applied motion cueing methods are not based on understanding of human motion perception.

Independently from the motorcycle model and the MCA adopted by the simulator, it is important to understand how the overall system is perceived by the subject of a simulator study in comparison with their real life experience. All the studies mentioned in the previous section largely focused on the development aspects of motorcycle riding simulators. Most studies report subjective evaluation [22, 50, 34, 143, 133, 160, 74, 156], analyzed with a dedicated experiment with subjects performing a set of maneuvers. Out of these studies, only some reported the occurrence of motion sickness [50, 133, 160, 74, 156]. Only two studies investigated the effects of physical motion [160, 156], which significantly improved simulator presence, but the magnitude of these improvements ranked last with respect to visual, acoustic and proprioceptive cues.

In summary, in this thesis three research gaps are identified. The first is on motorcycle modeling for the simulation of low speeds maneuvers. Detailed models are available in literature, but the issues related to two-wheelers instability at low speeds hamper the use of these models, and favors the adoption of simplified vehicle models in riding simulators. The second gap identified is the rendering of physical motion in combination with visual cues. Studies analyzed from literature have tried to address this challenge by combining physical and visual motion, however the development of a MCA based on human motion perception could provide a valid alternative. Finally, the third research gap investigated is the validation of the riding simulator for low speed maneuvers. Simulator validation is a crucial aspect for the adoption of riding simulators, but it is often overseen. The scope and the research objectives of this thesis addressing these gaps are described in the next section.

1.4. **SCOPE OF THE THESIS**

This thesis focuses on the development and evaluation of a motorcycle riding simulator for low speed maneuvering. The reason to focus on low speed maneuvers is related to the unstable nature of motorcycles at low speeds. A dedicated riding simulator could be used to train riders to cope with vehicle instabilities and develop active safety systems that can help riders to maintain the vehicle balanced and avoid falling. The research objectives (RO) of this thesis are introduced below and highlighted in text boxes.
1.4. **Scope of the thesis**

**Research Objective 1**

Analysis of the usability of a high fidelity motorcycle model for the reproduction of low speed longitudinal and lateral maneuvers.

The first effort presented is the development, validation and fidelity of the motorcycle model used in a riding simulator. The model provides all information for the generation of artificial cues (visual, motion, haptic, acoustic, etc.) and therefore, an accurate vehicle model in the relevant range of applications is necessary [54]. Previous studies have already addressed the modeling of a motorcycle for different purposes, from the study of vehicle stability [139] to the development of control systems [110, 99]. Ref. [33] focused on an accurate motorcycle model implementation to be used on a riding simulator and its successful validation with experimental data. Nevertheless, all these studies focused on motorcycle model validation and usage for velocities above 10 m s\(^{-1}\).

This thesis deals specifically with low speed maneuvering of motorcycles, presenting the development of a high fidelity model based on multibody dynamics coupled with models of motorcycle sub-systems such as: engine, transmission, clutch, brakes and tires. In contrast with car driving simulators, where a four-wheeled vehicle remains always stable, a two-wheeled vehicle becomes unstable at low speed hampering the usage of riding simulators for low speed maneuvering. Another difference between four-wheeled and two-wheeled vehicles is in the way that a turning maneuver is performed. A four-wheeled vehicle rolls in the opposite direction of the turn, with the occupant of the vehicle perceiving a centrifugal force pushing him or her out of the turn. In contrast, a two-wheeled vehicle leans into the turn, balancing the lateral force with a component of the gravitational acceleration, leaving only a vertical component of the force pushing the rider on the vehicle seat. This thesis presents novel control techniques to keep the motorcycle model stable at very low speeds, virtually replacing the foot on the ground used by the rider of a real motorcycle and allowing the use of the model on a riding simulator. The presented model is validated with experimental data acquired on a real motorcycle, for a set of longitudinal and lateral dynamics maneuvers.

**Research Objective 2**

Evaluation of optimization-based motion cueing and the adopted prediction strategy for the reproduction of low speed longitudinal and lateral maneuvers.

The second effort presented in this thesis is related to the MCA adopted to render motion to the rider of the simulator. One of the most commonly used MCAs is known as the classical washout algorithm [135, 127, 128]. Classical MCAs are based on filters, where linear accelerations and angular velocities are first scaled and then high-pass filtered to remove constant signal content (washout). In addition, low-pass filters are used for longitudinal and lateral accelerations, where tilt coordination is adopted to use gravitational acceleration to reproduce sustained accelerations. These algorithms present some limitations. The tuning process is not trivial and it is often subjective. Different approaches have been studied to objectively tune the parameters of classical MCAs by following a specific process [59] or by optimizing a set of dedicated objective metrics of
motion cueing quality \cite{15, 17}. Nevertheless, the results obtained from these techniques can still be improved by further subjective tuning. The tuning process of classical MCAs is specific to the set of maneuvers to reproduce on the motion simulator. Since classical MCAs do not include knowledge of the motion system’s limitation, the tuning process must be repeated if the set of maneuvers changes. Otherwise, the trajectory obtained by the classical MCA could be exceeding the physical boundaries of the motion system. More recently, another approach based on optimization has become popular \cite{37, 49, 3, 57}. Unlike filter-based MCAs, the optimization-based approach uses Model Predictive Control (MPC) to compute an optimal solution, within system limitations, using an internal model of the motion system to predict the future system response \cite{126, 103, 154, 13}. This new approach takes into account motion system limitations and the tuning is achieved with weighting factors on linear and rotational motion cues. The optimization-based MCA has shown multiple advantages with respect to the classical algorithm, both in terms of workspace usage and subjective evaluation, when the vehicle trajectory is completely known in advance (passive driving) \cite{24}. However, other challenges are introduced with the usage of predictive MCA. Compared to the classical MCA, this algorithm requires more computational time to solve an optimization problem at each time step of the algorithm, making it more challenging to adopt for more common Driver-In-the-Loop (DIL) simulations (active driving). Another aspect to consider is that the predictive MCA requires a future reference of the motion to reproduce on the simulator to compute a prediction of the system response. When using the predictive MCA in DIL simulations, assumptions regarding the future reference signals must be made. Previous studies have already addressed the issue of providing a future reference for the predictive MCA. For example, the vehicle motion recorded on a circuit is used to provide a better reference for future laps \cite{11}, or a neural network is trained using simulated data to predict the future reference motion \cite{107}. However, it remains unclear how the prediction strategies adopted influence the quality of the motion cueing.

In this thesis a study has been conducted to understand the potential of optimization based MCAs when different prediction strategies are adopted. The first strategy corresponds to the ideal case in which the future motion to be reproduced on the simulator is known, as if it could be perfectly predicted. This cannot be applied for active driving but represents the perfect strategy which is expected to best reproduce the reference motion and therefore it is assumed here as a reference. The second strategy assumes a constant motion as future reference, ignoring every possible variations from the current status. For practical reasons the MCA study in Chapter 3 focused on four-wheeled vehicles. Chapter 6 outlines the perspective of MCA for motion cueing in two-wheelers.

**Research Objective 3**

Evaluation of riding simulator realism when reproducing longitudinal and lateral maneuvers at low speed.

Achieving a sufficient level of simulator realism remains a challenge. Previous studies have presented the development and evaluation of riding simulators for rider training, evaluation of vehicle design changes and development of active safety systems, but all of them focused on motorcycle maneuvering at high speed (i.e., above \(10 \text{ ms}^{-1}\)), where
the motorcycle vehicle dynamics become stable [138]. The riding simulator realism for low speed maneuvering is investigated in this thesis with a specific focus on the speed range between 0 and 10 m\(\text{s}^{-1}\) and evaluated with respect to motion cueing.

To investigate the third research objective of this thesis, a motion based riding simulator has been developed, the MOTORIST simulator [19], shown in Figure 1.7. The physical mock-up is based on a Piaggio Beverly motorcycle instrumented to measure rider’s input of throttle, brakes and steer. No gear shift or clutch control are present on the motorcycle, as it has a Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT) with a multi disk centrifugal clutch. The front wheel of the motorcycle was replaced by an electric motor to provide torque feedback on the handlebar. Motion cueing is provided with a 6 DOF motion system while visual cues are provided using either an HMD integrated in the motorcycle helmet, or a 22 inch screen placed in front of the simulator. Acoustic cues are provided with stereo speakers integrated in the helmet.

1.5. Thesis structure

This thesis is divided in two parts, see Figure 1.8. In the first part, the motorcycle simulator development is discussed, and is comprised of Chapters 2 and 3. In the second part, the simulator evaluation results are described, and is comprised of Chapters 4 and 5. The chapters from two to five contain the main contributions, mostly based on peer-reviewed scientific publications in conferences and journals.

Chapter 2 describes the development of the motorcycle model. The presented model also includes engine, transmission, brakes and tires. A specific set of longitudinal and lateral maneuvers previously performed on a real motorcycle are used to validate the vehicle dynamics in the speed range between 0 and 10 m\(\text{s}^{-1}\). This chapter is based on conference publication [66] and it is related to the first research objective.

Chapter 3 presents an objective evaluation of optimization based MCA with different prediction strategies. Dedicated metrics are used to evaluate the influence of the adopted prediction strategy on motion cueing quality and motion system workspace utilization. This chapter is based on the journal publication [68] and it is related to the second research objective.

Chapter 4 is related to the usability and validity of the riding simulator in an experiment related to rider hazard anticipation. The reproduced scenario includes only longitudinal maneuvers reproduced with the motorcycle model presented in Chapter 2 (based on the journal publication [95]). In Chapter 5, the validation of the riding simulator for both longitudinal and lateral maneuvers is presented. Together, these chapters address the third research objective.

The final chapter provides an overall discussion of the results and final conclusions. Details on the developed motorcycle model (Chapter 2) and the adopted motion cueing algorithm (Chapters 4 and 5) are in Appendices A and B, respectively.
Figure 1.7: MOTORIST motorcycle riding simulator adopted in this thesis.
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Motorcycle Simulator Development: Vehicle Model and Motion Cueing
Driving simulators are widely used for research and training for vehicles with four or more wheels. Simulators for two-wheeled vehicles, such as motorcycles, are not as common. This chapter presents the development of a multibody motorcycle model and its validation in the speed range between 0 and 10 m s\(^{-1}\) for use in a riding simulator. One of the difficulties for the realization of a riding simulator is given by the unstable nature of motorcycles at low velocity. This instability has been previously addressed using highly simplified vehicle models. In this work an alternative approach is presented, where the lateral dynamics of the motorcycle model are augmented (stabilized) only for velocities below 3 m s\(^{-1}\). Whereas previous models employ simplified dynamics of the powertrain, in this chapter detailed models of engine, clutch and variable transmission are adopted. The model has been validated using measurements obtained with an instrumented motorcycle. Results show accurate reproduction of the motorcycle dynamics for both longitudinal and lateral dynamics. The motorcycle model is integrated in a riding simulator for human-in-the-loop simulations with positive subjective evaluation results.

This chapter has been published as: Marco Grottoli, Francesco Celiberti, Anne van der Heide, Yves Lemmens, and Riender Happee. “Motorcycle multibody model validation for Human-in-the-Loop simulation”. In: Driving Simulation & Virtual Reality Conference & Exhibition. 2019.
2.1. INTRODUCTION

Driving simulators are extensively used in a great variety of studies in research and training for cars, trucks and other ground vehicles with four or more wheels. In such simulators, the driver input actions drive a vehicle model which is solved in real-time. The output of the model simulation is used to provide artificial cues (visual, motion, haptic, acoustic, etc.) of the vehicle responses to the driver. The fidelity of the model strongly influences the accuracy of these cues and therefore, the realism that can be reached by the simulator. In order to guarantee the usability of simulator, it is crucial that the vehicle model captures the dynamics of the vehicle in the range of the tasks at hand, to allow the driver to experience as closely as possible the real vehicle behavior, independently of the cueing apparatus.

In the context of two-wheeled vehicles, riding simulators can be beneficial for the purpose of training riders to cope with the complex motorcycle dynamics, particularly at low speed, when the vehicle instability becomes more difficult to simulate properly. The reproduction of such scenarios on a riding simulator is known to be a challenge which hampers the usability of riding simulators at low velocities.

Previous studies have already addressed the modeling of a motorcycle for the study of vehicle stability \[139\] and for the development of control systems \[110, 99\]. Another study \[33\] focused on an accurate, yet efficient, motorcycle model implementation to be used on a riding simulator. It presented a detailed description of the implemented motorcycle model, together with a validation by comparison with experimental data acquired with an instrumented motorcycle. In all the presented maneuvers, the motorcycle model showed very good agreement with the experimental data. Nevertheless, the lowest speed reached by the motorcycle in all presented maneuvers was 10 m s\(^{-1}\). In addition, only a simplified model of the motorcycle’s powertrain was implemented, where a simple proportional controller was used to compute the traction or braking torques at the wheels, to match the longitudinal velocity measured during experimental testings.

This chapter describes the validation of a high fidelity multibody model of a motorcycle, including engine, clutch and transmission, for a human-in-the-loop riding simulator in the speed range between 0 and 10 m s\(^{-1}\). The following research questions will be addressed:

- Is the implemented model able to properly reproduce the dynamics of a real motorcycle?
- Can this model be integrated in a riding simulator for a realistic reproduction of the maneuvers performed on the real motorcycle?

2.2. METHODS

2.2.1. MOTORCYCLE MODEL

The motorcycle considered in this study is a 300 Cubic Centimeter (CC) Piaggio Beverly scooter with variable transmission and independently actuated brakes. This particular type of motorcycle has been chosen due to its popularity, especially in urban environments. The motorcycle model presented has already been introduced in a previous study with the goal of reproducing low speed dynamics \[72\]. In another study
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Figure 2.1: Motorcycle model scheme. Only the main bodies are represented. The connection blocks represent the type of ideal joint connecting the bodies. REV: revolute joint, TRA: translational joint, UNI: universal joint, SPH: spherical joint.

This motorcycle model has been integrated in a complete motorcycle simulator [19]. The model has two components: the dynamic model and the motorcycle subsystems.

**Dynamic model**
The motorcycle dynamic model is responsible for reproducing the pure dynamics of the mechanism and is realized by applying the theory of multibody systems [79, 136]. The model includes 16 rigid bodies connected with 17 joints. The resulting DOF of the model are 13. A simplified scheme of the motorcycle model’s bodies and their connections is presented in Figure 2.1. Details on the methodology used to model the vehicle and additional details are reported in Appendix A. In addition, a mass of 80 kg has been rigidly connected to the center of gravity of the motorcycle frame, to reproduce the rider. A simplification is made here, by neglecting the effect of rider body motions on the dynamics of the motorcycle. The inputs to the model are: the tire forces and torques, the steering torque, traction and braking torques applied at the wheels. The suspension forces are computed using realistic stiffness and damping curves obtained from the motorcycle manufacturer.

**Motorcycle subsystems**
The modeled subsystems are: engine, CVT, clutch, final gear and brakes. These subsystems have been modeled using Simcenter Amesim.

**Engine model**
The engine model uses a look-up table generated from data available from the motorcycle manufacturer to compute the engine torque from engine speed and throttle han-
dle position. The relation between the throttle handle position and the power output is controlled by the Electronic Control Unit (ECU) of the vehicle via a mapping function, which is embedded in the look-up table in this model. In idle condition, the engine is designed to output 1.5 Nm of torque at the speed of 1,500 revolutions per minute (rpm). This torque is balanced by internal engine friction due to the rotation. The input to the model is the rider’s throttle command and the outputs are the engine speed and torque. The engine model is connected to the CVT as shown in Figure 2.2.

![Engine model scheme](image)

Figure 2.2: Engine model scheme. The input to the model is the rider’s throttle and the output is connected to the Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT).

**CVT model**

The CVT consists of two pulleys connected by a belt. The driving pulley connects the CVT to the engine side, while the driven pulley is connected to the output shaft of the CVT. Both pulleys can move axially to change the radius at which the belt gets in contact with the pulleys and therefore changing the gear ratio. The CVT model used is based on a previous study [105], using the following assumptions:

- The belt and the pulleys have no mass,
- The belt moves only in axial direction,
- The belt is considered to be rigid, and
- There are no power losses in the transmission.

Using these assumptions the model is reduced to the balance between three forces acting on the system. From the equilibrium of these three forces, the axial displacement of the driven pulley can be computed and used to calculate the gear ratio of the CVT. The CVT model represents the connection between the engine and the clutch, as shown in Figure 2.3. It requires as input the engine speed and it gives as output the CVT ratio and the clutch shaft speed.
Clutch
The multi disk clutch is modeled using a rotary Coulomb friction model with hyperbolic tangent. The transition between opened and closed clutch happens at a certain predefined engine speed. In between there is a hyperbolic tangent Coulomb friction. The friction torque transmitted by the clutch is computed as follows:

\[ T_{\text{clutch}} = s \, T_{\text{Coulomb}} \, n_{\text{plates}} \, \tanh \left( \frac{2 \, v_{\text{rel}}}{v_{\text{trsh}}} \right), \]

where \( s \) is a dimensionless signal between zero and one that controls the opening and closing of the clutch depending on the engine speed, \( T_{\text{Coulomb}} \) is the maximum Coulomb friction torque expressed in Nm for one clutch plate, \( n_{\text{plates}} \) is the number of plates in the clutch, \( v_{\text{rel}} \) is the relative angular velocity between the driven pulley and the rear wheel, to neglect friction torque when the angular velocity are equal. Finally, \( v_{\text{trsh}} \) is defined as the relative angular velocity for which the friction applied is equal to 95 % of the maximum friction. Both \( v_{\text{rel}} \) and \( v_{\text{trsh}} \) must be expressed in the same dimension of rotational velocity. In this case rpm are adopted. The model receives the clutch shaft speed as input and it outputs the clutch engagement signal, a dimensionless signal between 0 and 1 that indicates no clutch engagement of full engagement, respectively. The clutch model is connected between the CVT and the final gear, as shown in Figure 2.4.

Final gear and brakes
The final gear is a constant gear ratio between the output shaft of the clutch and the rear wheel.
wheel of the motorcycle. The total transmission ratio between the engine and the wheel is computed as follows:

$$
\tau_{\text{total}} = \tau_{\text{CVT}} \cdot \tau_{\text{final}},
$$

where $\tau_{\text{total}}$ is the total transmission ratio of the transmission, $\tau_{\text{CVT}}$ is the transmission ratio of the CVT and $\tau_{\text{final}}$ is the constant gear ratio of the final gear. All gear ratios are dimensionless.

In order to model the braking system, the rider’s braking input actions on the front and rear brakes are scaled and then multiplied by the hyperbolic tangent of the front and rear wheel velocity, respectively. This function allows to neglect the braking torque applied at the wheels when the vehicle is not moving.

The inputs for the combined final gear and brakes model are the rider’s braking input on front and rear brake and the velocity of the front and rear wheel. The outputs are the torques applied to the front and rear wheels of the dynamic model of the motorcycle. The model is also connected to the clutch, see Figure 2.5.

**Tires**

Tires are another crucial component of the motorcycle model and they have been modeled using the semi-empirical non-linear magic formula dedicated for motorcycle suitable for camber angles up to 30 degrees [41]. The tire model and the magic formula parameters for the motorcycle tires are taken from a previous study [48], where the calculation of the longitudinal and lateral forces, as well as the aligning moment of the tire, is based on the assumption of pure slip.

**2.2.2. Rider balance assist**

Due to the unstable nature of the motorcycle model at low velocities, a dedicated control algorithm has been developed for two purposes. First, it keeps the motorcycle upright also at low speed and second, it stabilizes the steer when the rider releases it. Depend-
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Figure 2.5: Final gear and brakes model scheme. The final gear model is connected to the clutch and receives the rear wheel velocity as input from the dynamic model of the motorcycle. The output is the rear wheel traction torque to apply on the dynamic model. The inputs for the brakes are the rider's braking actions on the front and rear brake levers and the outputs are the front and rear braking torques to apply on the dynamic model.

ing on the velocity of the vehicle, the implemented controller provides input forces and torques to support the motorcycle and to keep it balanced, while its effect is canceled above a certain speed.

On a real motorcycle, the rider keeps the vehicle upright at standstill by simply placing a foot on the ground. On the simulated motorcycle, the force exerted by the rider’s foot can be replaced by a force applied in lateral direction at the Center of Gravity (COG) of the motorcycle. The magnitude of this force is computed with a proportional-derivative controller, which aims at keeping the roll angle of the motorcycle $\phi$ at zero. The stabilizing force $F_{COG}$ applied at the COG is computed as follows:

$$F_{COG} = k_{P_{COG}} \phi + k_{D_{COG}} \dot{\phi},$$

where $k_{P_{COG}}$ is the proportional coefficient of the controller expressed in N rad$^{-1}$, $k_{D_{COG}}$ is the derivative coefficient of the controller expressed in N/(rad/s), $\phi$ and $\dot{\phi}$ are expressed in rad and rad s$^{-1}$, respectively.

In a similar way, also the steering angle is controlled by the balance assist, where another proportional-derivative controller is used compute a steering torque to keep the steering angle $\delta$ at zero. The steering torque control action $T_{steer}$ is computed as follows:

$$T_{steer} = k_{P_{steer}} \delta + k_{D_{steer}} \dot{\delta},$$

where $k_{P_{steer}}$ is the proportional coefficient of the controller expressed in N m rad$^{-1}$, $k_{D_{steer}}$ is the derivative coefficient of the controller expressed in N m/(rad/s), $\delta$ and $\dot{\delta}$ are expressed in rad and rad s$^{-1}$, respectively.
2. Motorcycle model validation

These control actions are applied to the simulated motorcycle model at low speed, but when the velocity increases, they are no longer required and their effect should be canceled. In order to achieve this results, a dimensionless gain is computed which goes from 1 to 0 depending on the vehicle speed \( v \):

\[
\text{gain} = \begin{cases} 
1, & v < v_{\text{full assist}} \\
\frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{2} \cos \left( \pi \frac{v - v_{\text{full assist}}}{v_{\text{part assist}} - v_{\text{full assist}}} \right), & v_{\text{full assist}} \leq v \leq v_{\text{part assist}} \\
0, & v > v_{\text{part assist}}
\end{cases}
\]

where \( v_{\text{full assist}} \) is the maximum speed at which the balance assist applies the full control action and \( v_{\text{part assist}} \) is the minimum speed at which no assist is applied to the motorcycle model. The values adopted for these speed values are 0.5 and 3 \( \text{m/s} \) respectively.

2.2.3. Lateral dynamics controller

In order to steer the motorcycle model, a steering torque needs to be applied. In a previous study [33], the steering torque was computed from the measured steering torque in the experiments with the addition of a proportional controller on the measured roll angle. This approach requires a measure of steering torque during the experiment, which is difficult, since it requires invasive modifications of the motorcycle’s steering column. In another study [139] the steering torque to be applied to the model is computed with a proportional-integral-derivative controller on the desired motorcycle roll angle. Both solutions cannot be directly applied to a motorcycle simulator, however, since the maneuver to be reproduced is not defined a priori, but rather a consequence of the (unknown) rider’s actions. The solution proposed in this chapter is based on the approach presented in a previous work [110], where some modifications have been made in order to make the lateral controller usable for a motorcycle simulator.

The steering angle imposed by the rider is used, together with the vehicle speed, to compute a reference roll angle, which is then used to compute the steering torque that is applied to the motorcycle model. The reference roll angle is computed under the assumption of steady state turn. In this condition the forces applied on the motorcycle are the gravity, the centrifugal force and the forces exerted by the tire. A scheme of these forces is shown in Figure 2.6, where \( m \) is the mass of the motorcycle, \( g \) is the gravitational acceleration, \( v \) is the motorcycle velocity, \( r \) is the curvature radius, \( F_y \) and \( F_z \) are the lateral and vertical components of the tire force.

In this condition the reference roll angle is obtained from the balance between the centrifugal and the gravitational forces:

\[
\phi_{\text{ref}} = \arctan \left( \frac{v^2}{r g} \right)
\]

The steering angle \( \delta \) is directly imposed by the rider and used to define the curvature radius:

\[
\frac{1}{r} = \frac{w}{\cos \epsilon \cos \delta},
\]
where \( w \) is the motorcycle wheelbase and \( \epsilon \) is the motorcycle caster angle.

The reference roll angle computed is used in a proportional-derivative controller to compute the steering torque to apply to the motorcycle model. In addition, a derivative controller is used to introduce some damping on the steering to smoothen the action of the previous controller. The total steering torque \( \tau \) is computed as follows:

\[
\tau = P_\phi (\phi_{ref} - \phi) + D_\phi \dot{\phi} + D_\delta \dot{\delta},
\]

where \( P_\phi \) is the proportional coefficient of the controller expressed in Nm rad\(^{-1} \), \( D_\phi \) is the derivative coefficient of the controller expressed in Nm/(rad/s) and \( D_\delta \) is the derivative coefficient (or damping) added to the steering column expressed in Nm/(rad/s).

### 2.2.4. Model Validation

The model has been validated with data collected on a real motorcycle instrumented with: inertial measurement unit, steering and throttle encoders, brake pressure sensors and wheel speed sensors [82]. Dedicated maneuvers have been performed for both longitudinal and lateral dynamics for different magnitudes of acceleration and deceleration [18].

Acceleration maneuvers have been performed starting from stand still and accelerating to 30 or 50 km h\(^{-1} \) in 30 m. The braking maneuvers started always with an acceleration from standstill to 30 km h\(^{-1} \) and a straight path of 15 m at constant speed. Then, the
rider was instructed to reach a full stop at a given distance, indicated on the track with cones. The braking distances measured were: 4.5, 5.5, 7.5, 12 and 25 m. For the lateral dynamics, a constant turn with a radius of 10.5 m was performed. For this maneuver, the rider was instructed to perform the turn at a constant speed of 25 kmh$^{-1}$. These maneuvers will be indicated here with the following abbreviations:

- A30: acceleration from standstill to 30 kmh$^{-1}$,
- A50: acceleration from standstill to 50 kmh$^{-1}$,
- B25: braking from 30 kmh$^{-1}$ to standstill in 25 m,
- B12: braking from 30 kmh$^{-1}$ to standstill in 12 m,
- B7.5: braking from 30 kmh$^{-1}$ to standstill in 7.5 m,
- B5.5: braking from 30 kmh$^{-1}$ to standstill in 5.5 m,
- B4.5: braking from 30 kmh$^{-1}$ to standstill in 4.5 m, and
- U25: constant turn with 10.5 m radius performed at 25 kmh$^{-1}$.

In order to perform the model validation simulations, the rider inputs measured on the real instrumented motorcycle were applied to the simulated model. Due to model uncertainties, a scaling function was applied to throttle and braking input in order to accurately reproduce the validation maneuvers in terms of measured velocity and acceleration profiles.

For the throttle input, a linear scaling was initially assumed, but the results showed that for low throttle values the resulting acceleration was too low, while for higher throttle the acceleration was too high. In order to correct this behavior, a non-linear scaling function was adopted. The braking pressure was measured on the instrumented scooter at both front and rear brake calipers. To convert the measured input to a braking torque applied on the motorcycle model the following relation was used:

\[ T_{\text{brake}} = p_{\text{brake}} A_{\text{caliper}} r_{\text{disk}}, \]

where $T_{\text{brake}}$ is the braking torque applied to the motorcycle model in Nm, $p_{\text{brake}}$ is the measured pressure at the brake calipers expressed in Pa, $A_{\text{caliper}}$ is the area in m$^2$ of the caliper where the pressure was measured and $r_{\text{disk}}$ is the radius of the braking disk expressed in m.

The steering angle measured on the real motorcycle was used as input for the lateral dynamics controller of the motorcycle model.

For the validation of the lateral dynamics maneuver U25, a proportional controller was implemented on the motorcycle model in order to follow the longitudinal speed of the motorcycle that was measured during the testing. Since longitudinal and lateral dynamics are coupled, by minimizing the differences in longitudinal direction with the speed controller, the comparison would only show differences due to the lateral dynamics of the motorcycle.
2.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

THE results for all the maneuvers are available on an on-line repository [67]. In the remainder of this chapter only some representative results are presented.

The selected acceleration maneuver is A50, and results are shown in Figure 2.7. In this maneuver, the motorcycle model starts from standstill, which is possible thanks to the balance assist, then it accelerates reproducing the longitudinal velocity and acceleration measured on the real vehicle. At the beginning of the maneuvers the transition from zero speed and acceleration happens in a smooth way due to the speed-dependent gain that allows for a gradual transition from assisted to free ride. The value of the speed-dependent gain of the rider balance assist is represented in the picture with a gray shadow. Where the shadow is in dark gray color, the value of the gain is equal to one, the gradient color represent the transition from one to zero and where the shadow is not visible the gain is zero, meaning that the motorcycle model does not receive any input from the balance assist.

Results of the simulation of the engine and the transmission are also shown. The engine torque, as well as the engine rpm starts to increase as the throttle input increases. The clutch starts to engage and transmits more of the engine torque to the rear wheel. When the clutch is fully engaged, the rpm starts to increase until the balance of forces in the CVT results in a different transmission ratio. Thanks to the transmission, the torque provided by the engine remains constant during the acceleration.

The results for the selected braking maneuvers are presented in Figures 2.8 and 2.9 for maneuvers B25 and B4.5, respectively. For these maneuvers, the motorcycle model starts again from standstill and accelerates to a constant speed, then the actual braking maneuver starts. The amplitude of vehicle deceleration is always matched, especially in the initial phase of the braking maneuvers. Toward the end of the maneuver, when the speed approaches zero, the balance assist acts on the motorcycle model, smoothening the transition to standstill. Also in these figures, the value of the gain of the balance assist is represented by a gray shadow in the areas where the assist is active on the motorcycle model. Again, the engine and the transmission work together to speed up the motorcycle in the acceleration phase. When the throttle is released and the brakes are pulled, the CVT ratio starts to decrease until it reaches its minimum, then the clutch starts to disengage, until the motorcycle model reaches the standstill. It is also worth noticing how the brake input is divided between the front and rear brakes (indicated with FB and RB, respectively). In maneuver B25, the deceleration is very low and the rider uses both brakes equally. In maneuver B4.5, the braking is quite aggressive, and the front brake almost reaches its maximum value.

Results for the lateral dynamics maneuver U25 are shown in Figure 2.10. The results obtained with the motorcycle model correlate with the measured data, although a lag is introduced in the lateral acceleration of the motorcycle model due to the lateral dynamics controller. It is significant to notice that the roll angle reached during this maneuver is almost 30 ° for both the simulated and the real motorcycle.

Results obtained from the motorcycle model simulations appear much smoother than the measured data. This represents an advantage to the usage of the motorcycle model for the validation of dedicated motorcycle motion cueing algorithm in a human-in-the-loop riding simulator, as reduction of jerk motion is crucial to increase the quality
Figure 2.7: Maneuver A50. Comparison between model simulation (red in the two bottom plots) and measurements on a real motorcycle (black in the two bottom plots). TH: throttle, FB: front brake, RB: rear brake.
Figure 2.8: Maneuver B25. Comparison between model simulation (red in the two bottom plots) and measurements on a real motorcycle (black in the two bottom plots). TH: throttle, FB: front brake, RB: rear brake.
Figure 2.9: Maneuver B4.5. Comparison between model simulation (red in the two bottom plots) and measurements on a real motorcycle (black in the two bottom plots). TH: throttle, FB: front brake, RB: rear brake.
Figure 2.10: Maneuver U25. Comparison between model simulation (red in the two bottom plots) and measurements on a real motorcycle (black in the two bottom plots).
of the perceived motion [142].

The presented model has been integrated in a riding simulator and tested by a few subjects in order to evaluate the realism of the riding feeling. After a few minutes of practice, all subjects reported positively on their perceived realism and were well able to start from standstill and ride at low speed.

2.4. CONCLUSIONS

A motorcycle multibody model, in combination with engine and transmission models, has been implemented and validated together with two control strategies for low-speed stability and lateral dynamics. From the combined analysis of acceleration and braking maneuvers it is possible to conclude that the results of the motorcycle model correlate well with the measured data on an instrumented motorcycle in the speed range between 0 and 10 m s\(^{-1}\), with longitudinal accelerations up to 5 m s\(^{-2}\) in acceleration and 8 m s\(^{-2}\) in braking. On the lateral dynamics, the model results in a lag in lateral acceleration due to the lateral controller. Nevertheless, the value of lateral acceleration in steady turning is matched up to 4 m s\(^{-2}\).

The model presented in this study has also been integrated in a complete riding simulator for human-in-the-loop simulations and has been evaluated by a few subjects. Further investigations are required to conclude on the subjective perception of the riding feelings. The presented model will be also used for the reproduction of the validation maneuvers for the investigation of a dedicated motion cueing algorithm for riding simulators.
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OBJECTIVE EVALUATION OF PREDICTION STRATEGIES FOR OPTIMIZATION-BASED MOTION CUEING

Optimization-based motion cueing algorithms based on model predictive control have been recently implemented to reproduce the motion of a car within the limited workspace of a driving simulator. These algorithms require a reference of the future vehicle motion to compute a prediction of the system response. Assumptions regarding the future reference signals must be made in order to develop effective prediction strategies. However, it remains unclear how the prediction of future vehicle dynamics influences the quality of the motion cueing. In this study two prediction strategies are considered. Oracle: the ideal prediction strategy that knows exactly what the future reference is going to be. Constant: a prediction strategy that ignores every future change and keeps the current vehicle’s linear accelerations and angular velocities constant. The two prediction strategies are used to reproduce a sequence of maneuvers between 0 and 50 kmh$^{-1}$. A comparative analysis is carried out to objectively evaluate the influence of the prediction strategies on motion cueing quality. Dedicated indicators of correlation, delay and absolute error are used to compare the effects of the adopted prediction on simulator motion. Also the motion cueing mechanisms adopted by the different conditions are analyzed, together with the usage of simulator workspace. While the constant strategy provided reasonable cueing quality, the results show that knowledge of the future vehicle trajectory reduces the delay and improves correlation with the reference trajectory, it allows the combined usage of different motion cueing mechanisms and increases the usage of workspace.

3.1. INTRODUCTION

Motion Cueing Algorithms (MCAs) are used in driving simulators to provide inertial motion to the user of the simulator. The motion obtained from the vehicle dynamic simulation is adjusted by the MCA to fit the limited workspace of the simulator motion system. To achieve this goal, different algorithms have been developed in the past decades. One of the most commonly used MCAs is known as the classical algorithm \cite{135, 127, 128}. Classical MCAs are based on filters, where linear accelerations and angular velocities are first scaled and then high-pass filtered to remove constant signal content (washout). In addition, low-pass filters are also used for longitudinal and lateral accelerations, where tilt coordination is adopted to use gravitational acceleration to reproduce sustained accelerations. These algorithms present some limitations. The tuning process is not trivial and it is often subjective. Different approaches have been studied to objectively tune the parameters of classical MCAs by following a specific process \cite{59} or by optimizing a set of dedicated objective metrics of motion cueing quality \cite{15, 17}. Nevertheless, the results obtained from these techniques can still be improved by further subjective tuning. The tuning process of classical MCAs is specific to the set of maneuvers to reproduce on the motion simulator. Since classical MCAs do not include knowledge of the motion system's limitation, the tuning process must be repeated if the set of maneuvers changes. Otherwise, the trajectory obtained by the classical MCA could be exceeding the physical boundaries of the motion system. More recently another approach based on optimization has become popular \cite{37, 49, 3, 57}. Unlike filter-based MCAs, the optimization-based approach uses MPC to compute an optimal solution, within system limitations, using an internal model of the motion system to predict the future system response \cite{126, 103, 154, 13}. This algorithm will be referred here as predictive MCA. This new approach takes into account motion system limitations and the tuning is achieved with weighting factors on linear and rotational motion cues. The predictive MCA has shown multiple advantages with respect to the classical algorithm, both in terms of workspace usage and subjective evaluation, when the vehicle trajectory is completely known in advance (passive driving) \cite{24}. However, other challenges are introduced with the usage of predictive MCA. Compared to the classical MCA, this algorithm requires more computational time to solve an optimization problem at each time step of the algorithm, making it more challenging to adopt for more common DIL simulations (active driving). Another aspect to consider is that the predictive MCA requires a future reference of the motion to reproduce on the simulator to compute a prediction of the system response. When using the predictive MCA in DIL simulations, assumptions regarding the future reference signals must be made. Previous studies have already addressed the issue of providing a future reference for the predictive MCA. For example, the vehicle motion recorded in a circuit is used to provide a better reference for future laps \cite{11}, or a neural network is trained using simulated data to predict the future reference motion \cite{107}. However, it remains unclear how the prediction strategies adopted influence the quality of the motion cueing. In this study, two prediction strategies are considered. The first strategy corresponds to the ideal case in which the future motion to be reproduced on the simulator is known, as if it could be perfectly predicted. This cannot be applied for active driving but represents the perfect strategy which is expected to reproduce at best the reference motion and therefore it is assumed here as a
reference. The second strategy assumes a constant motion as future reference, ignoring every possible variations from the current status. It can be expected that the results for this strategy will be sub-optimal with respect to the first one. The scenario used to compare the results of the two prediction strategies is the reproduction on a motion based simulator of a sequence of maneuvers in an urban-like environment. The simulations are performed offline and the future reference for the few seconds ahead is passed to the predictive MCA at each time step, as if it would be for a DIL simulation. The simulator motion computed with the considered prediction strategies is analyzed and compared with the reference motion.

The goal of this study is to objectively evaluate the influence of the adopted prediction strategy on motion cueing quality. The analysis carried out should also determine whether it is worth investing in an improved prediction strategy to obtain a better motion cueing quality.

3.2. METHODS
3.2.1. MOTION PERCEPTION
The main role of the MCA is to reproduce the simulated vehicle motion as accurately as possible for the simulator user. In the process of motion perception, humans use visual, vestibular and proprioceptive organs to detect motion direction and rate of change. The vestibular system is located in the inner ear and consists of semicircular canals and otolith organs, which sense angular and linear motion respectively. More specifically, the otolith organs detect specific forces, which result from summation of acceleration in space and gravity. Thus, the specific forces $f$ can be expressed as in Equation 3.1, where $a_{ng}$ indicates the non-gravitational accelerations and $g$ indicates the gravitational acceleration.

$$f = a_{ng} - g$$

Therefore, humans are unable to discriminate between linear accelerations and the component of gravitational acceleration that occurs when the head is tilted with respect to the gravity vector [135]. This effect can be exploited in motion simulators, allowing to reproduce sustained accelerations by simulator tilt. The use of tilt angles is limited to 20 - 30 deg (Aubert effect), which limits the maximum possible acceleration simulated via tilt coordination to 0.5 g [129]. The use of tilt coordination generates additional motion in the rotational channels, in order for this false motion not to be noticed, the tilt rate should be limited to the angular velocity perception threshold. Different values of this threshold can be found in literature, a unique value is difficult to identify given also the subjective nature and the dependency from the simulation scenario (active/passive driving). In this study a value of 3 deg/s is considered [113, 114]. Humans require additional sensory information (i.e. visual, proprioceptive) in order to discriminate between acceleration and tilt [146].

A vestibular system model is not considered here, in this study the goal of the MCA is to reproduce on the motion simulator the specific forces and the angular velocities obtained from a vehicle dynamics simulation. The predictive MCA computes the optimal simulator motion and predicts the associated perceived motion of the driver on the
Table 3.1: Maximum longitudinal acceleration \((a_x)\), lateral acceleration \((a_y)\), maximum yaw rate \((\omega_z)\) and maximum significant frequency content of the considered vehicle maneuvers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maneuver</th>
<th>(a_x [\text{m s}^{-2}])</th>
<th>(a_y [\text{m s}^{-2}])</th>
<th>(\omega_z [\text{deg/s}])</th>
<th>[Hz]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLC</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>± 1</td>
<td>± 5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCTA</td>
<td>± 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vehicle specific forces and angular velocities are used as reference motion for the predictive MCA in order to minimize the difference between the motion on the simulator and in the real vehicle.

3.2.2. Vehicle Maneuvers

The maneuvers to reproduce on the motion based simulators are selected in an urban-like scenario between 0 and 50 kmh\(^{-1}\). The simulated vehicle performs the following maneuvers:

- **A**: accelerating from 0 to 50 kmh\(^{-1}\)
- **B**: braking from 50 to 0 kmh\(^{-1}\)
- **CT**: constant turn at 50 kmh\(^{-1}\)
- **DLC**: double lane change at 50 kmh\(^{-1}\)
- **BCTA**: braking from 50 to 30 kmh\(^{-1}\) while entering the turn and accelerating from 30 to 50 kmh\(^{-1}\) while exiting the turn

The maneuvers have been selected to explore typical longitudinal, lateral and combined motion scenarios. In particular A and B are purely longitudinal maneuvers, while CT and DLC are purely lateral. In addition, BCTA has been chosen to evaluate the combined longitudinal and lateral dynamics. A description of these maneuvers in terms of maximum accelerations and significant frequency content is given in Table 3.1. The frequency spectrum of the vehicle motion is computed and the maximum significant frequency of each maneuver is considered as the frequency above which the amplitude of the signal’s spectrum is below 10% of its maximum. The vehicle dynamic simulations have been performed with a time step of 1 ms using CarSim TM (Mechanical Simulation Corporation). The selected vehicle was a mid-size sedan and it was autonomously driven over a pre-defined path at a controlled speed. The simulation was performed off-line and the results have been filtered to remove the high frequency content of the vehicle motion using a zero-phase low-pass 4\(^{th}\) order Butterworth filter with cut-off frequency of 12.6 rads\(^{-1}\).
3.2. METHODS

3.2.3. PREDICTIVE MOTION CUEING ALGORITHM

The MCA adopted in this study is based on MPC. This advanced control technique uses a simplified model of the system under control, i.e. motion system used in dynamic simulators, to predict the future system’s response and optimize the control action to achieve optimal tracking performances within system limitations. The motion system considered for this study is a 6 DOF hexapod [144] with a linear actuator stroke of 0.533 m and resulting single DOF limits reported in Table 3.2.

In order to define the equations of motion of the considered motion system, the following frames of reference are defined:

- Inertial Frame (IF): fixed to the ground and placed at the center of the hexapod fixed base
- Platform Frame (PF): placed at the center of the hexapod moving base
- Head Frame (HF): positioned at the head center of the simulator user

The non-linear equations of motion of the system have been derived, considering the moving platform as a single rigid body with mass $m$ and inertia tensor $I$. The rigid body is subject to three orthogonal forces $F$ and three orthogonal torques $M$ applied at the center of mass. The complete equations of motion are reported in Equation 3.2.

\[
\begin{cases}
\dot{p} = v \\
\dot{q} = \frac{1}{2} E^T \omega \\
\dot{v} = \frac{F}{m} + g \\
\dot{\omega} = I^{-1} (M - \omega \times I \omega)
\end{cases}
\]  

(3.2)

With:

\[
E = \begin{bmatrix}
-q_1 & q_0 & q_3 & -q_2 \\
-q_2 & -q_3 & q_0 & q_1 \\
-q_3 & q_2 & -q_1 & q_0
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(3.3)

Where $p$ and $v$ are respectively the position and the velocity of the center of mass expressed in IF; $q$ is the vector of the orientation quaternions and $\omega$ the rotational velocity vector expressed in PF.

In order to proceed to the full problem statement, the state vector $x$ and the input vector $u$ of the controlled system are defined.

\[
x = \begin{bmatrix}
p \\
q \\
v \\
\omega
\end{bmatrix}
\quad u = \begin{bmatrix}
F \\
M
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(3.4)
Table 3.2: Motion system single degree of freedom limits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOF</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Velocity</th>
<th>Acceleration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>-0.423 m</td>
<td>± 0.8 ms⁻¹</td>
<td>± 7 ms⁻²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>-0.432 m</td>
<td>± 0.8 ms⁻¹</td>
<td>± 7 ms⁻²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z</td>
<td>-0.306 m</td>
<td>± 0.55 ms⁻¹</td>
<td>± 10 ms⁻²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll</td>
<td>-20.25 deg</td>
<td>± 33.5 deg/s</td>
<td>± 245 deg/s²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch</td>
<td>-23.85 deg</td>
<td>± 36.5 deg/s</td>
<td>± 245 deg/s²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaw</td>
<td>-23.40 deg</td>
<td>± 39.5 deg/s</td>
<td>± 498 deg/s²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The system is also subject to constraints, and the MPC allows to include them in the optimization problem. As a result, the computed motion trajectory will be optimized while still remaining within system limitations.

The main physical constraint comes from the system’s actuators, which are limited within a certain range of motion. This limitation is expressed as an inequality constraint, where the actuator length is bounded between minimum \(L_{\text{min}}\) and maximum values \(L_{\text{max}}\). The lengths of the actuators can be computed solving the hexapod inverse kinematics \([132]\), as shown in Equation 3.5.

\[
L_i = \| R(q)_i T_i + p - B_i \| \quad \text{for} \quad i = 1, \ldots, 6
\]  

(3.5)

Where \(L_i\) is the length of the \(i_{th}\) actuator, \(T_i\) and \(B_i\) are the coordinate vectors of the actuator’s mounting points on the moving and fixed base respectively. The expression is non-linear due to the presence of the rotation matrix \(R(q)\).

\[
R(q) = 
\begin{bmatrix}
1 - 2q_2^2 - 2q_3^2 & 2(q_1q_2 - q_0q_3) & 2(q_1q_3 + q_0q_2) \\
2(q_1q_2 + q_0q_3) & 1 - 2q_1^2 - 2q_3^2 & 2(q_2q_3 - q_0q_1) \\
2(q_1q_3 - q_0q_2) & 2(q_2q_3 + q_0q_1) & 1 - 2q_1^2 - 2q_2^2
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(3.6)

The constraint (Equation 3.5) is linearized with respect to the state vector.

\[
L \approx M_k x_k + Q_k
\]  

(3.7)

Where \(M_k\) is the Jacobian matrix of the vector \(L\) with respect to the state vector \(x_k\), and \(Q_k\) is the constant term of the linear approximation. Both \(M_k\) and \(Q_k\) are updated at each time step using the current state vector \(x_k\) and included in the optimal control problem formulation.

Together with the actuators’ length constraint also the single DOF motion limitation has been included in the optimization problem. This constraint somewhat reduces the usable platform workspace, but was considered anyway for extreme caution.

As introduced in Section 3.2.1, vehicle linear accelerations and angular velocities are considered as the target reference for the MPC controller. The aim of the controller is to reproduce the perceived motion as would occur in the real vehicle, but keeping the
simulator motion within its physical limitations. The output function expresses the perceived motion in terms of specific forces $f$ and angular velocities $\omega$ on the simulator in HF, where the frame is indicated in the quantity subscription. The relevant quantities are first written in PF (Equation 3.8), where also the angular acceleration vector $\alpha$ is defined.

$$f_{PF}(x, u) = R^T(g - \dot{v})$$

$$\omega_{PF}(x) = \omega$$

$$\alpha_{PF}(x, u) = \dot{\omega}$$ (3.8)

Next, the same quantities can be expressed in HF by means of the rotation matrix from PF to HF ($HF R_{PF}$) and the translation vector from HF to PF ($PF r_{HF}$). The definition of the output quantities in HF is reported in Equation 3.9.

$$f_{HF}(x, u) = HF R_{PF} f_{PF}(x, u) + - \alpha_{PF}(x, u) \times PF r_{HF} - (\omega(x) \times PF r_{HF})$$

$$\omega_{HF}(x) = HF R_{PF} \omega_{PF}(x)$$ (3.9)

As a result, the system output vector $y$ is defined in vector form as follows:

$$y(x, u) = \begin{bmatrix} f_{HF}(x, u) \\ \omega_{HF}(x) \end{bmatrix}$$ (3.10)

The system’s equations of motion and output equations are then discretized and converted to a discrete-time dynamic model using the direct multiple shooting method [43].

The complete non-linear constrained optimization problem is formulated as in Equation 3.11. The MPC controller solves this problem at each time step. The implementation has been done in Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc.) and the quadratic programming problem is solved by a separate solver (qpOASES [53]).

$$\min_{u_0, u_1, \ldots, u_{N-1}, x_0, x_1, \ldots, x_N} \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} I_k(x_k, u_k) + I_N(x_N)$$

subject to

$$x_k = 0$$

$$x_{k+1} = A_k x_k + B_k u_k$$

$$x_{\text{min}} \leq x_k \leq x_{\text{max}}$$

$$L_{\text{min}} \leq M_k x_k + Q_k \leq L_{\text{max}}$$

$$x_{\text{min},N} \leq x_N \leq x_{\text{max},N}$$

$$u_{\text{min}} \leq u_k \leq u_{\text{max}}$$

With $k = 0, \ldots, N - 1$. Where:

$$I_k(x_k, u_k) = \| \dot{y}_k - y(x_k, u_k) \|_{W_y}^2 + \| \dot{x}_k - x_k \|_{W_x}^2 +$$

$$+ \| \dot{u}_k - u_k \|_{W_u}^2$$

$$I_N(x_N) = \| \dot{x}_N - x_N \|_{W_x}^2$$ (3.12)
The optimization problem in Equation 3.11 is defined to minimize the cost function expressed by the two terms $I_k$ and $I_N$ defined in Equation 3.12. The term $I_k$ of the cost function is defined as a sum of weighted squared norms of the difference between the vector quantities and their references over the prediction horizon of $N$ time steps from 0 to $N - 1$, while the term $I_N$ includes only the final states cost expressed as weighted squared norm of the difference between the final state vector and its reference. Both terms include the reference values which are defined over the prediction horizon before to solve the optimization problem. These references are: $\hat{y}_k$, $\hat{x}_k$, $\hat{u}_k$ and $\hat{x}_N$, which represent the reference trajectory for system output, state, input and final state respectively. The inclusion of these terms in the cost function has different meanings. For instance, by giving a null reference to the state over the prediction horizon a behavior similar to a washout filter would be obtained, where the MCA tries to keep the hexapod in its central position. For this study, this effect will not be considered and therefore the reference state $\hat{x}_k$, as well as the respective weights $W_x$, will be set to zero. The addition of a null reference for input and final state in the cost function stabilizes the system. The stabilization effects are controlled by setting the associated weights. In this study, the references for both $\hat{u}_k$ and $\hat{x}_N$ are set to zero over the prediction horizon. The weights on the input are $10^{-3}$ for the linear accelerations and $10^{-1}$ for the angular velocities, while the weights on the final states are $10^1$ for all the states. The remaining term is the reference trajectory for the system output $\hat{y}_k$, which needs to be defined at each time step in order to optimize the control action. The definition of the output reference is not only necessary to numerically solve the control problem, but the accuracy of future reference will also affect the performances of the algorithm. For example, if the reference includes changes derived from a particular maneuver to reproduce on the simulator, the algorithm will know it in advance and it will make use of this knowledge to improve the results. The output reference is defined by the prediction strategy. In this study, two different prediction strategies were compared: oracle and constant.

**Prediction strategies**

The first prediction strategy considered for this study is the ideal strategy that is able to predict with perfect accuracy the future vehicle motion. This strategy will be referred here with the name oracle (due to its “prophetic” capabilities in predicting the future [91]). Clearly, this strategy cannot be adopted in an active driving simulation but it is considered as a reference to evaluate the best possible motion cueing quality achievable with the predictive MCA. In order to implement the oracle strategy, linear accelerations and angular velocities resulting from the vehicle dynamic simulations must be known a priori. At each time step, and for the length of the prediction horizon, the corresponding signals are extracted from the fully known motion and provided to the predictive MCA.

The second strategy adopted in this study does not consider any assumptions on future vehicle behavior and, at each time steps, simply holds the current value of linear accelerations and angular velocities that results from the vehicle simulation. This strategy will be referred as constant. Contrary to the oracle, this strategy can be adopted for active driving simulation, but the resulting motion cueing quality is expected to be lower.
3.2. Methods

Prediction Horizon Length

An important aspect of the future prediction is given by the length of the prediction horizon. The further the algorithm can see in the future, the sooner it will respond to a future change. On the other hand, a longer prediction horizon would result in a very high computational cost. In a previous study [108] a Genetic Algorithm was adopted to optimize the length of the control and prediction horizon of the MPC. In another study [90] a model was developed to evaluate the relation between prediction horizon length and performance of the predictive MCA in terms of reduction of cost function. In the last study, the cost value obtained with a certain prediction length \( c(h) \) was compared with the cost obtained with an infinite prediction \( c_\infty \). A parametric model was developed and it is reported here in Equation 3.13.

\[
\frac{c(h)}{c_\infty} - 1 = \left( \frac{h}{a} \right)^{-k} \tag{3.13}
\]

Where \( a \) and \( k \) are characteristic parameters depending on the considered scenario. The results showed that for a urban-like scenario the characteristic time \( a \) for which the cost is twice the value with infinite horizon is 3.3 seconds and the cost decrease factor \( k \) is equal to 2. In this study a prediction horizon of 5 seconds is considered, which is roughly 1.5 times the characteristic time and would result in a cost value of approximately 1.4 times the cost with infinite horizon. The choice of 5 seconds of prediction, together with the selected time step of 0.1 seconds, results in an horizon length \( N \) equal to 50 and a total number of control parameters to optimize equal to 300. The implementation adopted in this study does not allow real time performances for a problem of this size. In order to improve the performance to real time, a different implementation could be adopted using more efficient programming language and/or optimization algorithm.

Weighting Factor Optimization

The motion cueing quality that can be achieved with the predictive MCA depends on the accuracy of the predicted motion that is provided to the MPC algorithm at each time step. The MPC algorithm aims at reproducing the given reference signals where the tracking performances are influenced by the weighting factors associated with each motion channel. In the considered problem formulation, the weighting factors associated with the perceived motion are the six non zero terms of the diagonal matrix \( W_y \). Finding the optimal values of these weights is not trivial and it can strongly influence the results of the predictive MCA. Using the same set of weights for both prediction strategies might be unfair for the comparison of the obtained motion cueing results. Therefore an optimization of the weights is performed with the aim of finding the best possible set for each prediction strategy. The weights are initialized with values taken from literature [90, 24] and reported in Table 3.3, where the different order of magnitude is to account for the ratio between specific forces - in \( \text{ms}^{-2} \) - and angular velocities - in \( \text{rads}^{-1} \) - for typical maneuvers [90]. The simulator motion obtained with oracle and constant strategies for the entire sequence of maneuvers is used to compute the error with respect to the vehicle motion. The error is computed separately for linear (\( e_f \)) and rotational motion (\( e_\omega \)) and combined in the cost function reported in Equation 3.14, where the error on the rotational motion is multiplied by a factor of 100 to account for the different order of magnitude.
Table 3.3: Initial and optimized weighting factors on specific forces and angular velocities of the predictive MCA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Specific forces</th>
<th>Angular velocities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$f_x$</td>
<td>$f_y$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oracle</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal</td>
<td>3.021</td>
<td>1.101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Constant</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.579</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
\text{minimize}_{W_y} \quad \| e_f(W_y) \|^2 + 100\| e_\omega(W_y) \|^2 \quad (3.14)
\]

A wider optimization loop is defined in order to find the optimal value of $W_y$ which minimizes the cost function computed over the whole sequence of maneuvers. The optimization is performed using an interior point method [8] with a step tolerance of $10^{-10}$. The optimal weighting factors are reported in Table 3.3. It can be noticed that the optimized weighting factors for the angular velocities are very similar to the initial values for both prediction strategies, therefore these weights could have been neglected in the optimization. On the other hand, the weights for specific forces differs between oracle and constant. In particular, the lowest weight for the oracle strategy is on $f_y$ while the lowest for constant is on $f_x$. This difference can be related to many aspects, including the amplitude of the reference signals - maximum value of $f_x$ higher than $f_y$ - and the capability of each prediction strategy to obtain a feasible solution.

3.2.4. DEPENDENT VARIABLES
The influence of the prediction strategy on the simulator motion is analyzed in three different aspects: 1) analysis of motion quality indicators, 2) analysis of cueing mechanism usage 3) analysis of workspace usage.

**Motion quality indicators**
A previous study [59] categorizes motion cueing errors into three types: false cues, scaling or missing cues and phase errors. Each of these cueing errors influences the motion cueing quality in a different way. In order to account for these influences when analyzing the results of the predictive MCA, it is necessary to identify some metrics to quantify the effects of each error.

Shape and scaling errors have been addressed in previous studies [60, 55], where scaling factors were adopted for the MCA and used to separate the contribution of the scaling from the shape error. In another study [125], a more general approach was introduced based on signal correlation to analyze the error introduced only by the signals’ shape. The detection threshold of phase errors introduced by the MCA have been also studied [61] and in particular for pitch and yaw motion a phase error threshold of 22 deg/s was identified [87]. A complete knowledge of these phase error thresholds for
every motion channels would give the possibility to evaluate what is the maximum acceptable signal delay that will not be perceived. Unfortunately, these values are not yet known.

In a more recent article [16], dedicated indicators for motion signal correlation, scaling and delay were defined. These indicators have been proven to correlate well with the subjective cueing quality measured in a human-in-the-loop experiment and they will be considered here to study the impact of the prediction strategy on motion cueing quality. The indicators have been slightly modified with respect to their original definition [16] and are described in detail in the following paragraphs.

**Correlation Coefficient (CC).** Measures the signals’ linear correlation. It provides a measure of similarity for the shape of the signal resulting from the MCA with respect to the reference signal. The CC is defined as the maximum value of cross-correlation between the motion resulting from the MCA and the reference motion over all delays. For normalization purpose it is divided by the maximum auto-correlation of the reference signal and therefore it is defined in the range [0, +1], where 1 represents perfect correlation and 0 represents no correlation. The CC is computed for the longitudinal and lateral accelerations as well as for the yaw rate, as these are the only motion channels with significant signal power in car driving maneuvers. The other motion channels mainly contain parasitic motion, due to for example tilt coordination. In the latter case, only very poor correlation is expected.

**Delay Indicator (DI).** This indicator measures the delay between the reference signal and the signal resulting from the MCA. The indicator’s value is obtained by computing the signal cross-correlation and extracting the value of signal delay that maximizes the cross-correlation. This delay is identified as DI and it is defined in the range [0, +∞). Also in this case, the indicator is used only for longitudinal and lateral accelerations, as well as for the yaw rate. Since the other motion channels do not have significant signal power, the correlation with the reference signal is not meaningful. As mentioned above, for the yaw rate, the phase error detection threshold is known and equal to 22 deg [87]. For each maneuver where the yaw rate is significant, the phase error threshold is divided by the maximum significant frequency content of each maneuver to compute the value of DI that corresponds to the phase error detection threshold. This value of DI represents the maximum signal delay that can not be perceived.

**Absolute Difference (AD).** This indicator represents the error between the reference signal and the result of the MCA. It is defined as the area of the error signal divided by the area of the reference signal. This definition is adopted for the analysis of the longitudinal and lateral accelerations and for the yaw rate. For the analysis of pitch and roll rate, the AD is defined as the area of the absolute rate above the angular velocity perception threshold of 3 deg/s [113]. With this modification, the AD differs from zeros only if the pitch and roll rate passes the perception threshold, assuming that below that value, the motion will not be perceived.

**Motion cueing mechanisms**

The analysis of the indicators gives a very important and quantifiable measurement of motion cueing quality. Similarly to a previous study [24], an analysis of motion cueing mechanisms provides insight to understand how the cueing quality is affected by the
prediction strategy. The motion cueing mechanisms that will be analyzed in this study are presented below.

**Tilt coordination.** This technique is often used to reproduce sustained linear acceleration with limited workspace motion simulators. The principle is to tilt the simulator in order to use a component of the gravitational acceleration to reproduce longitudinal or lateral acceleration. This mechanism is not explicitly included in the predictive MCA, but it could still be adopted as a result of the optimization.

**Prepositioning.** This motion cueing mechanism is intended to maximize the simulator motion in a certain direction. The simulator moves towards the extreme of the available workspace to make use of the full motion envelope in the direction needed to reproduce accurately a certain maneuver.

**Velocity buffering.** This mechanism can be interpreted as the equivalent of prepositioning in velocity and it has been first identified in previous studies [24]. The simulator is moved at a certain velocity in opposite direction with respect to the one needed. At the same time the perceived motion is compensated by tilt coordination, which compensates for the acceleration that is used to generate the linear velocity. When the maneuver begins, the simulator is already moving and can be accelerated in the opposite direction for a longer time.

**WORKSPACE USAGE**

A crucial limitation for motion simulators is the limited workspace available. The predictive MCA offers the possibility to include the system’s constraints in the optimization problem and therefore it makes optimal usage of the available workspace. When changing the adopted prediction strategy, a different motion cueing quality is expected, together with a different usage of the simulator workspace. To determine whether the differences in motion cueing quality between prediction strategies are related to a more effective usage of simulator workspace, a dedicated analysis will be performed. In particular, the use of the actuators’ length and motion envelope will be analyzed and compared.

The length of each actuator is computed for the full sequence of maneuvers. In order to analyze how the prediction strategy makes use of the actuators’ length, the interquartile range is used. This quantity is normally adopted in statistics as a measure of variability and it is computed as the difference between 75\(^{th}\) and 25\(^{th}\) percentiles [109]. In this study it will be assumed that a higher interquartile range would represent a wider use of the full actuator length and therefore a more effective usage of the simulator workspace.

Another aspect to notice is the use of the motion system workspace. In this study, the motion obtained for the full sequence of maneuvers with the considered prediction strategies will be analyzed separately for displacement and orientation coordinates. For the analysis of the linear displacement, the sequence of X-Y-Z coordinates can be visualized as a set of points in the Euclidean space. The convex hull of the sets of points obtained by each prediction strategies is computed and its volume calculated. The obtained volumes can be compared with each other and with the complete position workspace, which is the X-Y-Z space that can be reached with every possible orientation of the motion system. A similar analysis is performed for the orientation coordinates. The Roll-Pitch-Yaw coordinates obtained by each prediction strategy for the entire sequence
of maneuvers is used to compute the convex hull. The volumes computed are again compared to each other and to the complete orientation workspace, which is the Roll-Pitch-Yaw space that can be reached with every possible position of the motion system. In this analysis it is inferred that a higher volume of the computed convex hull indicates a larger usage of the simulator workspace.

3.3. RESULTS

To compare the results obtained by the MCA with different prediction strategies, the motion quality indicators are computed and analyzed in Section 3.3.1. The use of different motion cueing mechanisms is presented in Section 3.3.2. Finally, the influence of the adopted prediction strategy on simulator workspace usage is shown in Section 3.3.3.

3.3.1. MOTION QUALITY INDICATORS

The first analysis of the resulting simulator motion depending on the adopted prediction strategy is carried out using the indicators defined in Section 3.2.4.1. To clarify the analysis, the maneuvers involving similar dynamics are grouped together in three sets defined as follows:

- Longitudinal dynamics: Acceleration (A) and Braking (B)
- Lateral dynamics: Constant Turn (CT) and Double Lane Change (DLC)
- Combined longitudinal/lateral dynamics: Braking while entering the turn and accelerating while exiting the turn (BCTA)

For each maneuver set, the most relevant motion channels are considered for the calculation of the indicators.

**LONGITUDINAL DYNAMICS**

For the longitudinal dynamic maneuvers, the most relevant motion channels are longitudinal acceleration and pitch rate.

The results for the acceleration maneuver are shown in Figure 3.1. The longitudinal acceleration obtained with the *oracle* strategy is very similar to the vehicle motion, while the *constant* strategy fails to reproduce the sustained acceleration at the beginning of the maneuver resulting in a missing cue, and at the end of the maneuver providing a false acceleration cue. The CC indicator reflects the differences in the signal shape. The CC is 0.95 for the *oracle* strategy while it is 0.87 for the *constant*. The distorted acceleration signal obtained with the *constant* strategy also results in a delayed cue. In fact, the obtained DI value for the *constant* strategy is 0.86 seconds, while the DI for the *oracle* is 0.11 seconds. In terms of absolute difference, the acceleration obtained with the *oracle* is very close to the reference motion and therefore the AD is 0.10. For the *constant* strategy, due to the different shape of the signal, the difference with the reference is higher, resulting in a value of AD of 0.33. Regarding the pitch rate, the *constant* strategy keeps the resulting signal at zero until the beginning of the maneuvers, then the angular velocity rapidly increases above the perception threshold. The *oracle* strategy, knowing the
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Figure 3.1: Resulting motion, and corresponding motion quality indicators, for the acceleration maneuver A. The results are shown compared to the vehicle motion. Also the rotational velocity perception threshold of 3 deg/s is represented for reference.

future reference in advance, starts using the angular velocity before the beginning of the maneuvers, resulting in a smoother signal which barely passes the perception threshold. The quantification of this effect is provided by the AD indicator, which is 0.17 for the oracle strategy and 1.56 for the constant strategy.

Similar results for the braking maneuver are shown in Figure 3.2. This maneuver is more aggressive than the acceleration and therefore the differences between the two strategies are more evident. The shape of the acceleration signal for the oracle still follows the reference motion, with only a small reduction of motion amplitude. The indicators computed for the oracle reflect the motion results, with CC of 0.92, DI of 0.10 seconds and AD of 0.18. For the constant, the resulting motion differs from the reference. The signal shape is distorted, resulting again in false and missing cues, with an overall delayed acceleration cue. The results of the indicators for the constant strategy confirms the analysis of the motion signal, with CC of 0.77, DI of 1.03 seconds and a value of AD of 0.33. For the pitch rate, the signal obtained by the oracle strategy is again smooth but in this case it passes the perception threshold. The constant strategy results in a signal that is above the perception threshold for less time than the oracle, but with higher amplitude. The results obtained for the AD are the highest of all maneuvers, with a value of 1.73 for the oracle and 2.66 for the constant.

LATERAL DYNAMICS
For the lateral dynamic maneuvers, lateral acceleration is the most relevant motion channel, together with roll rate and yaw rate.

The results obtained for the constant turn maneuver are shown in Figure 3.3. The lateral acceleration obtained by both prediction strategies follows the reference motion quite well, with an evident difference only in the timing of the signals. In fact, the motion obtained with the oracle starts and ends together with the reference, while the constant
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Figure 3.2: Resulting motion, and corresponding motion quality indicators, for the braking maneuver B. The results are shown compared to the vehicle motion. Also the rotational velocity perception threshold of 3 deg/s is represented for reference.

strategy results in a delayed acceleration cue. The analysis of the motion signals finds correspondence in the indicators results, where the main difference between indicators for the lateral acceleration is obtained for the DI, which is 0.05 seconds for the oracle and 0.87 seconds for the constant. The results for the correlation and absolute difference indicators do not show major differences between the prediction strategies, with

Figure 3.3: Resulting motion, and corresponding motion quality indicators, for the constant turn maneuver CT. The results are shown compared to the vehicle motion. Also the rotational velocity perception threshold of 3 deg/s is represented for reference.
CC values of 0.90 and 0.95, and AD of 0.13 and 0.17 for the *oracle* and the *constant* strategy respectively. For the roll rate, the motion signal obtained with the *oracle* strategy is always below the perception threshold, consequently the AD is zero. Oppositely, the roll rate resulting from the *constant* strategy exceeds the perception threshold, with an AD value of 0.42. Regarding the yaw rate, both *oracle* and *constant* strategies fail to reproduce the amplitude of the reference motion signal, resulting both in low values of CC and high values of AD. On the other hand, the shape of the signal can still be compared with the reference. The yaw rate obtained with the *oracle* strategy starts by going in the opposite direction but overall it has a shape very similar to the reference with only a small delay. The yaw rate resulting from the *constant* strategy is initially better than the one of the *oracle*, but at 15 seconds, changes direction and the signal goes almost to zero. This is reflected in the CC and DI indicators, where the CC is 0.28 for the *oracle* and 0.18 for the *constant* strategy, and the signal delay is 0.17 seconds for the *oracle* and 1.86 seconds for the *constant*. Together with the results of DI, also the delay threshold at 0.33 seconds is plotted, this value represents the maximum delay that cannot be perceived given the 22 deg of phase error threshold and the frequency content of the reference signal.

The results for the double lane change maneuver are shown in Figure 3.4. The lateral acceleration signal obtained with the *oracle* strategy is very similar to the reference, with only a small reduction in signal amplitude. The acceleration signal obtained with the *constant* strategy has a different shape than the reference, with reduced amplitude and a delay that increases during the maneuver. Also in this case, the results of the indicators reflect the outcome of the analysis. The CC is 0.82 for the *oracle* and 0.69 for the *constant* strategy, the DI is 0.11 seconds for the *oracle* and 0.64 seconds for the *constant* strategy and finally the AD is 0.25 for the *oracle* against 0.58 for the *constant* strategy. For the roll rate, the signal computed with the *oracle* strategy is always below the perception
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Figure 3.5: Resulting motion, and corresponding motion quality indicators, for the combined dynamic maneuver BCTA. The results are shown compared to the vehicle motion. Also the rotational velocity perception threshold of 3 deg/s is represented for reference.

threshold with a consequent AD value of zero, while the constant strategy passes the perception threshold with an AD value of 0.36. Looking at the yaw rate, the results obtained with the oracle is very similar to the reference motion, with a small deviation before the beginning of the maneuver and a slight delay. On the contrary, the constant strategy fails to reproduce the reference motion, providing a yaw rate signal which only partially reproduces the original motion. The indicators computed for the oracle strategy reflect the analysis of the motion, with a CC of 0.96 and a DI of 0.12 seconds. The computed DI is also below the delay threshold of 0.22 seconds. The resulting DI value for the constant strategy is equal to 0.03 which is even lower than the DI obtained with the oracle, this is most likely due to the very different signal shape which invalidates the result. The AD obtained is equal to 0.23 for the oracle and 0.70 for the constant strategy.

LONGITUDINAL/LATERAL DYNAMICS

For the analysis of the indicators of the combined dynamic maneuver, the motion channels for both longitudinal and lateral dynamics are considered.

The results obtained for the combined dynamic maneuver are shown in Figure 3.5.
The longitudinal acceleration obtained with the *oracle* strategy is again very similar to the reference motion, the signal shape corresponds, with a short delay and a small difference in amplitude. The corresponding indicator values reflect the analysis with CC of 0.94, DI of 0.11 seconds and AD of 0.13. On the contrary, the longitudinal acceleration resulting from the *constant* strategy differs from the reference motion. The signal shape is distorted, with alternating missing and false cues and an overall delayed signal. The results given by the indicators are representative of these differences, with CC of 0.86, a DI of 0.82 seconds and AD of 0.44. For the lateral acceleration the differences between the motion obtained by the two prediction strategies is less evident but still present. Regarding the shape of the signals, the best result is obtained with the *constant* strategy, which contrary to the *oracle*, is able to reproduce also the peak of acceleration between 120 and 125 seconds. The CC obtained with the *constant* strategy is 0.95, while for the *oracle* is 0.89. On the other hand, the lateral acceleration motion obtained with the *constant* is delayed with respect to the reference, resulting in a DI of 0.80 seconds. In comparison, the DI computed for the *oracle* is 0.18 seconds. The absolute difference for the lateral acceleration motion is comparable for the two prediction strategies, with a value of AD of 0.15 for the *oracle* and 0.22 for the *constant* strategy. For the pitch and roll rate, the motion obtained with the *oracle* strategy is mostly smooth and always below the perception threshold and consequently the AD is in both cases equal to zero. In contrast with the *oracle*, the motion signals obtained with the *constant* strategy is less smooth and passes the perception threshold for both roll and pitch rate, with AD of 0.05 for the roll rate and 0.28 for the pitch rate. For the yaw rate, the resulting motion signals are both different from the reference motion in terms of shape and amplitude, but the signal obtained with the *oracle* strategy is better synchronized with the reference. The indicator results for correlation and absolute difference are very similar for both strategies, with CC of 0.36 and 0.37 and AD of 0.64 and 0.65 for *oracle* and *constant* strategy respectively. The only clear difference in the indicator results is obtained for the DI, which is 0.20 seconds for the *oracle* and 2.04 seconds for the *constant* strategy. Also in this case the delay threshold is computed, the result is 0.31 seconds, which is higher than the DI obtained with the *oracle* strategy.

### 3.3.2. Motion cueing mechanisms

Tilt coordination is used in all maneuvers by both prediction strategies. In Figure 3.6, both effects of tilt coordination and velocity buffering can be seen. The usage of tilt coordination from both prediction strategies is evident from the analysis of the components of the longitudinal acceleration. In fact, only the linear component of the acceleration would not be sufficient to reproduce the sustained acceleration, therefore the gravitational component is used, tilting the motion system to use a component of the gravitational acceleration.

Also the effect of velocity buffering can be seen in Figure 3.6, in particular between 40 and 45 seconds and between 55 and 60 seconds. The *oracle* strategy starts accelerating the platform in the opposite direction, while compensating with tilt coordination. The *constant* does not make use of velocity buffering as it starts to tilt the motion platform only when the acceleration begins.

An example of prepositioning can be seen in Figure 3.7, where the lateral displace-
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Figure 3.6: Different contributions to linear acceleration reproduction for oracle and constant prediction strategy in longitudinal dynamic maneuvers.

Figure 3.7: Comparison of simulator lateral displacement and perceived lateral acceleration during the constant turn maneuver for oracle and constant prediction strategy.

ment of the motion system is shown together with the resulting lateral acceleration for each prediction strategy. A few seconds before the maneuver, the oracle strategy moves
on one extreme of the available workspace, making possible the use of a longer excursion to reproduce the lateral acceleration. The constant strategy does not show similar behavior, by starting the simulator motion at the start of the maneuver.

3.3.3. **WorkSpace Usage**

The actuators’ length is computed for the entire sequence of maneuvers and for the two prediction strategies. The length of each actuator is then normalized between 0 and 1 and the interquartile range is computed. The results are shown in Figure 3.8, where it can be seen that the interquartile range is always larger for the oracle strategy compared to the constant strategy and therefore it can be inferred that the oracle makes more use of the actuators’ length.

Regarding the usage of the motion platform position workspace, the results are shown in Figure 3.9 for translations and Figure 3.10 for rotations, where the motion envelope for the reproduction of the entire sequence of maneuvers is shown for both prediction strategies. For translations, the volume of the convex hull of the motion envelope used by the constant is 0.0451 $m^3$ and the volume used by the oracle is 0.0642 $m^3$, which is 42.4% larger. In addition to this, it can be noticed that the oracle uses the workspace also in proximity of the physical system’s limitation. From the top view of Figure 3.9 it can be noticed that the maximum longitudinal position reached by the oracle is very close to the position workspace limit. This point is reached during the braking maneuver, where a large longitudinal displacement is needed to reproduce the reference acceleration. Similarly, the results obtained for the orientation workspace are shown in Figure 3.10. The volume of the convex hull of the motion envelope used by the constant is 5.54e6 deg$^3$ and the volume used by the oracle is 6.17e6 deg$^3$, which is 11.4% larger.
Figure 3.9: Simulator position workspace comparison between oracle and constant prediction strategy. The motion envelope is computed considering X-Y-Z coordinates. The bigger area represented in light grey is the complete motion platform position workspace considering all reachable orientation.

3.4. Discussion

The inspection of actual response curves and the corresponding motion quality indicators shows that the indicators are able to qualify and quantify the differences between the reference motion and the motion obtained with the considered prediction strategies. From the results it emerges that several indicators are useful to understand one particular difference between the signals - i.e. shape difference, delay or absolute difference - but only the combined analysis of the indicators provides a complete understanding of the motion resulting from a particular prediction strategy.

The oracle strategy achieves higher motion cueing quality than the constant by starting the simulator motion before the beginning of the maneuvers, allowing the use of prepositioning and velocity buffering, in addition to tilt coordination, which is the only motion cueing mechanism adopted by the constant strategy. The combined use of multiple motion cueing mechanisms adopted by the oracle leads to a larger interquartile range for the actuators and therefore to a better use of the simulator workspace, espe-
Figure 3.10: Simulator orientation workspace comparison between \textit{oracle} and \textit{constant} prediction strategy. The motion envelope is computed considering Roll-Pitch-Yaw coordinates. The bigger area represented in light grey is the complete motion platform orientation workspace considering all reachable position.

Additionally when most needed. For example, in the braking maneuver, when the longitudinal acceleration reaches its maximum, the \textit{oracle} strategy results in a simulator motion very close to the maximum longitudinal displacement of the hexapod. It is important to notice that the motion cueing mechanisms are not direct functionalities of the predictive MCA but rather the results of the optimization and they provide better results when the future prediction is perfectly accurate. When the future prediction is incorrect, the quality of the motion cueing could be reduced by a misuse of the motion cueing mechanisms resulting from the attempt of the predictive MCA to reproduce an incorrect reference.

From the results obtained for the workspace usage, it can also be inferred that to
achieve the same motion cueing quality performances, the *oracle* requires a smaller motion system workspace than the *constant*. Or, that the *constant* strategy requires a larger workspace to achieve the same motion cueing quality that can be obtained with the *oracle* strategy.

Moreover, from the analysis of the simulator motion, it can be noticed that the *constant* strategy results are less smooth, with higher linear jerk and angular acceleration values. Previous studies \[58, 142\] found that this can reduce the quality of perceived motion, which is another aspect that underlines the lower performances of the *constant* with respect to the *oracle* strategy.

The analysis of the maneuvers divided in longitudinal, lateral and combined dynamics shows that the differences in motion cueing quality between *oracle* and *constant* are more evident especially for longitudinal and combined dynamic maneuvers. In particular for longitudinal dynamic maneuvers, the analysis shows large improvement with a more accurate prediction strategy knowing future motion. Nevertheless, the *oracle* strategy cannot be used for DIL simulations, while the *constant* strategy, with its sub-optimal results, can be used for simulating active driving. The results indicate that it is worthwhile to invest in a better prediction than the *constant* and this could be done by using information about the road and traffic, such as traffic signs/lights and/or velocity of leading vehicles. The information could be used to predict if the driver will accelerate or brake the vehicle. Similarly, for the lateral dynamics, information about the future road profile can be used to foresee turning maneuvers. These approaches could be combined with a simplified vehicle model to predict longitudinal and lateral accelerations. Such a prediction strategy would result in improved motion cueing quality performances and still be usable in DIL simulations.

Finally, the objective evaluation carried out in this study is based on objective metrics that have been shown to highly correlate with subjective evaluation and therefore, the results of objective and subjective evaluations are expected to correspond. Nevertheless, it is useful to conduct a human-in-the-loop experiment to identify which indicator weighs most for the overall perceived motion quality and what is the difference between indicator values which is large enough for humans to detect the quality difference. A suitable method to adopt here could be the Continuous Rating method \[25\], where the subjects of a passive driving experiment continuously provide a feedback of the mismatch between visual and motion.

3.5. **Conclusions**

In this study, the effects of two prediction strategies on optimization-based MCA have been analyzed. The first strategy, *oracle*, assumes perfect knowledge of future vehicle motion, it cannot be used for DIL simulations and it is considered as a reference to evaluate the best motion cueing quality that can be achieved. The second strategy, *constant*, ignores changes in the future reference and assumes a constant reference equal to last vehicle status. The objective analysis carried out aimed to qualify and quantify the effects of the prediction strategies by means of dedicated metrics. Motion cueing quality indicators have been defined to quantify correlation, delay and absolute difference of the simulator motion with respect to the reference vehicle motion. An analysis of the adopted motion cueing mechanisms has been performed together with a study
on the usage of the motion system workspace. As expected, the **oracle** outperforms the **constant** strategy, being able to coordinate the usage of multiple motion cueing mechanisms and manage the use of the limited workspace to obtain better motion cueing quality performances. The combined analysis of multiple indicators confirms the differences in performance and provides the metrics to quantify these differences. From the indicator results, the larger performance difference is obtained for longitudinal dynamic maneuvers, providing an indication of what should be improved in the future design of advanced prediction strategies for optimization-based MCA.
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MOTORCYCLE SIMULATOR EVALUATION:
BEHAVIORAL FIDELITY AND PERCEIVED REALISM
EMERGENCY BRAKING AT INTERSECTIONS: A MOTION-BASE MOTORCYCLE SIMULATOR STUDY

Powered two-wheeler riders are frequently involved in crashes at intersections because an approaching car driver fails to give right of way. This simulator study aimed to investigate how riders perform an emergency braking maneuver in response to an oncoming car and, second, whether longitudinal motion cues provided by a motion platform influence riders’ braking performance. Twelve riders approached a four-way intersection at the same time as an oncoming car. We manipulated the car’s direction of travel, speed profile, and its indicator light. The results showed that the more dangerous the situation (safe, near-miss, impending-crash), the more likely riders were to initiate braking. Although riders braked in the majority of trials when the car crossed their path, they were often unsuccessful in avoiding a collision with the car. No statistically significant differences were found in riders’ initiation of braking and braking style between the motion and no-motion simulator configurations.

---

This chapter has been published as:
4.1. INTRODUCTION

Because of their ability to maneuver on congested roads, Powered Two Wheelers (PTWs) are an efficient mode of transport, especially in dense urban areas. Accident analyses have shown that a common type of collision involving a PTW in an urban environment is a situation where a car drives into the path of the PTW rider at an intersection [23, 104]. Although it is the car driver who violates the formal rules [118], the PTW rider may have been able to prevent the crash by performing an appropriate evasive maneuver. As pointed out by [35], the majority of studies on these right-of-way crashes have been concerned with the behavior of car drivers, and little empirical evidence exists concerning the behavior of riders.

An in-depth study of human errors in PTW-car crashes showed that riders often fail to perceive and anticipate the car driver’s intentions and also fail to perform a satisfactory braking maneuver [119]. Various photo- or video-based studies have been performed to study road users’ ability to predict the intentions of car drivers, motorcyclists, and cyclists [44, 98, 152, 153, 157]. For example, [98] found that participants were more accurate in judging turning maneuvers when a vehicle was indicating the turn compared to a condition when the vehicle’s indicator was off. Furthermore, it was found that participants viewing video clips were able to judge whether the vehicle would turn even when an invalid turn signal was provided.

Previous studies on PTW rider’s braking performance have relied on test-track experiments in which riders had to brake in response to discrete or artificial stimuli such as lights, road markings, or barricades [39, 40, 46, 47, 148]. These studies showed that the average braking distance to an unexpected object (i.e., a barricade) when traveling at a speed of 60 kmh$^{-1}$ was approximately 52 m [39], and that response times ranged between 0.55 and 2.55 s [40]. Similarly, a literature review about car driver’s brake response times showed that the majority of studies used simple acoustic or visual stimuli rather than more naturally evolving traffic situations [62].

Several researchers have experimentally evaluated how riders respond to right-of-way violations of car drivers. [82] investigated riders’ braking behavior in response to an approaching car at a mock three-way intersection. The results showed large individual differences in mean deceleration during emergency braking (between 3.5 ms$^{-2}$ and 7.6 ms$^{-2}$), and an effect of the car’s turn indicator, where deceleration values were lower when the indicator was on compared to when it was off, possibly because braking started earlier. [35] used a motorcycle simulator in a no-motion configuration to investigate how riders of different experience levels approached a three-way intersection when a car pulled out from a side road. The riders who had participated in an advanced riding training showed safer performance in terms of anticipatory slowing down before the intersection compared to regular and novice riders.

Simulators have proved to be a valuable instrument for measuring hazard anticipation skills in ethically challenging emergency events [147]. However, achieving realistic braking performance in simulators remains a challenge [5, 6, 86]. Furthermore, it is technologically challenging to implement independently working front and rear brakes on PTW simulators [143] as well as to simulate realistic motorcycle behavior at low speeds at which the motorcycle is unstable. Despite these technological challenges, simulators are attractive tools for studying rider behavior, as simulators offer the possibility of safely
exposing participants to critical situations [14, 42].

The purpose of this study was twofold: (1) to understand how PTW riders brake at an intersection when encountering a car that might violate the formal right-of-way traffic rule, and (2) to compare how no-motion and motion configurations of the simulator affect rider’s braking performance. This study addressed the following two research questions:

1. How do riders brake in impending-crash, near-miss, and safe intersection situations?

A rider can use the car’s speed, distance to the intersection, and additional cues such as the car’s indicator and car’s heading to anticipate the intention of the car driver [98, 158]. In line with [82] and [98], we expected that the turn indicator light would contribute to earlier braking as compared to when the car does not use its indicator light. Further, we expected that PTW riders would initiate braking earlier when the car is approaching from the right because this car can be seen to be on a collision course with the rider. If the car is approaching an intersection from the opposite direction, the PTW rider would typically not brake unless the car initiates a left turn and starts to cross the rider’s path.

2. Do longitudinal motion cues provided by a motion platform influence riders’ braking performance?

We expected that there would be no significant differences in the timing of emergency braking action between no-motion and motion because no motion cues are provided to the rider when riding straight at a constant speed in the motion configuration. Based on previous research in driving simulators [141], we expected that riders would adopt a lower deceleration (i.e., less braking) in the motion configuration than in the no-motion configuration.

4.2. METHOD

4.2.1. PARTICIPANTS

Nine motorcycle riders (license A) and four moped riders (license AM) were recruited from the employees of Siemens PLM Software, Belgium. One motorcycle rider withdrew from the experiment during the practice session due to simulator sickness. Three other participants partially completed the experiment due to simulator sickness (see Section 4.3). The mean age of the remaining 12 participants (10 males, 2 females) was 32.9 years (SD = 6.1). Participants had held their PTW license on average for 10.9 years (SD = 5.8) and their driving license on average for 13.1 years (SD = 5.6), see Table 4.1 for an overview of participants’ riding experience. The study was approved by the TU Delft Ethics Committee (Ethics application no. 176, 2017).

4.2.2. APPARATUS

MOTORIST riding simulator

The experiment was conducted on the “MOTORIST” motion-base riding simulator. The simulator consisted of a motorcycle mock-up, type Piaggio Beverly 350 cc, mounted on
Table 4.1: Riding experience in the last 12 months.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Riding frequency</th>
<th>Never</th>
<th>&lt; 1/month</th>
<th>1/month to 1/week</th>
<th>1–3 days/week</th>
<th>4–6 days /week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nr. participants</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yearly kilometers</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1–500</td>
<td>501–1000</td>
<td>1001–5000</td>
<td>10001–20000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nr. participants</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.1: The MOTORIST simulator with a rider wearing an Oculus Rift and safety equipment.
Figure 4.2: Left: Support used to fix the Oculus with respect to the tracking camera. Right: The visual orientation computed with the Oculus Rift SDK remains constant during a no-motion configuration, whereas the visual orientation is affected by the simulator motion. The introduced pitch angle in the visualization follows the angle of the motion system as if the rider would be looking downward/upward during braking/accelerating maneuvers.

a MOOG motion platform (Figure 4.1). The rider could interact with the motorcycle using the throttle handle and two brake levers. The front and rear brake levers worked independently from each other. The rider’s braking action was measured by reading the brake lever angles using an encoder. The brake lever angle was sent to a model of the hydraulic braking system, which computed the virtual braking torque applied to the wheels to slow down the simulated vehicle. The rider’s steering input did not affect the virtual motorcycle in this experiment. An overview of the simulator is provided by [19]. For safety reasons, participants had to wear a helmet and a protective jacket while riding the simulator. The helmet and jacket were also used to enhance the fidelity regarding the feeling of riding a motorcycle. Furthermore, a full-body safety harness was used to secure the participant to the motorcycle’s frame.

**HEAD-MOUNTED DISPLAY**

The virtual environment was shown to participants using a head-mounted display “Oculus Rift Developer Kit 2” (SDK 0.4) at a rate of 30 frames per second. The binocular setting of Oculus providing stereo vision was used with an inter-pupillary distance of 64 mm. The urban virtual environment was modeled using the PreScan simulation software. A speedometer was presented at the bottom of the displayed image.

The head-mounted display was mounted on a helmet, and the external camera was mounted on a pole attached to the platform in front of the motorcycle mock-up (Figure 4.1). This external camera tracked the headset position and was used in conjunction with an inertial measurement unit in the headset to create a visual field that takes head motion into account [116]. Ideally, the visual image is not affected by the motion of the platform, and the visual orientation remains the same in both the no-motion and motion simulator configurations. The Oculus Rift uses sensor fusion to combine the data measured by the tracking camera and the inertial unit embedded in the Oculus. Even though
the camera was fixed with respect to the motion system of the simulator, the measurement of the inertial unit affected the orientation of the rider view. This effect has been measured by fixing the Oculus with respect to the camera while moving the simulator as in the real experiment (Figure 4.2 left). The results (Figure 4.2 right) showed that, in the motion configuration, the visual orientation computed with the sensor fusion algorithm of the Oculus Rift is following the simulator’s physical angle, introducing a visual pitch as if the rider would be looking downward/upward during braking/accelerating maneuvers. This effect does not occur for the no-motion configuration.

Riding configurations
In the motion configuration, the motorcycle model provided feedback to the motion base. A traditional washout motion filter was applied using pitch (forward rotation) to simulate sustained acceleration (see Supplementary material for the motion filter parameters). The motion reference point (also called “center of rotation”) was located approximately at the position of the rider’s head. In the no-motion configuration, no motion cues were provided by the motion platform. Head rotation was possible around three axes in both simulator configurations.

4.2.3. Stimuli
The simulated urban environment consisted of a two-lane straight road, where after approximately 295 m, the rider arrived at a four-way intersection at which a car was always encountered. The speed limit was 50 km h−1, and a priority sign was placed before the intersection. The lane width was 3.5 m, and 3 m wide sidewalks were present on both sides of the road. Small visual obstructions were present in the form of trees before the intersection. The same urban virtual environment was used for the practice and experimental sessions, see Figure 4.3 for a top view of the intersection.

Three independent variables were manipulated to create nine different intersection situations:

1. Car’s direction of travel. The car could approach the intersection:

   (a) from the opposite direction on the main road (“From opposite”), or
   (b) from the right side road (“From right”).

2. Car’s motion. The speed profile of the car and car’s heading were programmed to create three intersection encounters (see Figure 4.4 left). This variable was crossed with the car’s direction of travel variable, resulting in six intersection situations.

   (a) The car continues straight (“Straight”). The car was triggered at a speed of 40 km/h, and it did not decelerate. This was a safe situation if the car approached from the opposite direction, and an impending-crash situation if the car approached from the right. A crash would occur unless the participant braked considerably.
   (b) The car begins a left turn and stops (“Stops”). The car was triggered at a speed of 40 km/h, and it decelerated to 0 km/h. This was a near-miss for both directions of travel of the car, as the car came to a stop just before making the turn.
4.2. Method

Figure 4.3: Left: Top view of the simulated world. The trajectories of the car and motorcycle are depicted as red lines on the road. Right: Zoomed-in view. The differently colored circular markers (yellow, red, light brown, dark brown) distinguish the different trajectories of the car. The motorcycle approached from the south and always drove in the center of the right lane.

(c) The car turns left (“Turns”). The car was triggered at a speed of 40 km/h, and it decelerated to 20 km/h before making the turn. This was an impending-crash situation for both directions of travel of the car. In case the car came from the opposite direction of the main road, a crash would occur unless the participant braked considerably.

3. Car’s indicator. Due to low visibility of the actual indicator light in the virtual world, the left headlight was used as an indicator only in the three “car from the opposite direction” situations creating three additional intersection situations (see Figure 4.4 right, situation “From opposite, Stops (I)”). The indicator was either:

(a) on (abbreviated I), or
(b) off.

The cars were triggered when the rider was at a certain distance from the intersection (see Figure 4.4 left for trigger points). The car behaved in a pre-programmed manner and did not adjust its behavior to the participant’s motorcycle in any way. If a participant collided with the car, the simulation continued, and the participant did not receive any collision feedback. The simulation of each intersection situation stopped either approximately 50 m after the intersection or when a participant came to a stop. At the end of each intersection situation, the rider was placed back in the initial position.
Figure 4.4: Left: Car speed profiles and trigger points (distance between the motorcycle and the center of the intersection when the car was spawned). The black vertical lines indicate the start and end of the intersection, the red vertical line indicates the moment the approaching car started to decelerate, and the green vertical line indicates the moment when the heading of the approaching car started to change. Right: Screenshots of six intersection situations as observed by the participant. The speedometer (which was presented at the bottom of the displayed images) is not included in these screenshots.
4.2. Method

4.2.4. Procedure

The experiment was conducted at the Siemens PLM Software facilities, Belgium. Before the simulator sessions, a consent form was signed, and the participants completed an intake questionnaire. The intake questionnaire consisted of items on demographic characteristics, riding and driving experience, and a baseline questionnaire on simulator sickness. See Figure 4.5 for the experimental timeline.

Participants conducted two practice sessions to familiarize themselves with the simulator controls, visual stimuli (e.g., triggered cars), and the emergency braking task. Riders were informed about the nine intersection situations in the consent form, and they experienced them during the practice sessions. Each practice session consisted of nine different intersection situations presented in random order. The first practice session was conducted in the no-motion configuration and the second practice session in the motion configuration.
Following the two practice sessions, a participant completed 54 different repetitions of the intersection situations (9 intersection situations x 3 repetitions x 2 simulator configurations), divided into six sessions. Similar to the practice sessions, each testing session consisted of nine different intersection situations presented in random order and lasted approximately 8 min. Two blocks of three no-motion and three motion configuration sessions were created and counterbalanced across participants.

At the beginning of each trial, the participant was asked to hold the throttle to indicate that the simulation could start. The motorcycle automatically accelerated to 50 km/h, and this speed was maintained using cruise control until the rider started to brake. The throttle position did not influence the simulation when the motorcycle was already moving. When the rider started to brake and did not come to a full stop, the PTW automatically accelerated back to 50 km/h if the brake was fully released. Participants’ task was: “You will be riding 50 km/h, try to keep this speed as long as you can and brake only when needed to avoid a crash”.

After each session, simulator sickness was measured using the Misery Scale (MISC) [7] and by the item on experienced oculomotor discomfort from the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire [92]. The NASA Task Load Index (NASA TLX) [78] was administered three times during the experiment; once after the practice sessions, and twice after the no-motion and motion blocks. The entire experiment took approximately 2 hours per participant.

4.2.5. Measures

Riding performance measures

The braking signal was averaged across the front and rear brake levers, in order to obtain an index of total braking input, where 100% represents the maximum value possible (occurring when braking 100% at the front and at the rear). A threshold of 3% of the average brake signal was used to distinguish braking from non-braking. The following measures were calculated as an average across available trials per intersection situation per person.

Brake initiation moment (m). This measure describes the moment of braking, expressed as the participant’s distance to the center of the intersection at the moment the participant pressed the brakes. We used distance (m) instead of elapsed time (s) for the sake of interpretability regarding situational events such as trigger points of the car. However, it is noted that distance can readily be converted to time because the participant’s motorcycle had a constant approach speed of 50 km/h. This measure was calculated for a traveled distance between 70 m before the intersection and the entrance to the intersection located 3.5 m before the center of the intersection.

Minimum riding speed (km/h). This measure describes the minimum riding speed while approaching the intersection (i.e., before a potential collision with the car). This measure was calculated for the same travel distance as the previous measure. Speed data were logged until approximately 2 km/h, after which a trial ended.

Maximum brake position (%). The maximum brake position was used as an index of how hard riders decelerated. This measure is the maximum percentage of the rider’s braking. This measure was calculated for a distance between -70 m and -3.5 m before the center of the intersection.
**4.3. Results**

Brake rise distance (m). This measure represents the rider’s braking style. It describes the traveled distance between the initiation of braking (threshold at 3%, as above) to the maximum brake position before the rider entered an intersection.

Percentage of trials with a stop (%). This measure indicates whether the rider came to a stop before entering the intersection. This measure was calculated for each of the four impending-crash intersection situations separately. We used a threshold of 5 km/h to distinguish stopping from not stopping.

Percentage of trials with a crash (%). The crash percentage was calculated using the distance between the centers of two vehicles in the virtual world. If this distance was below 2.4 m, a crash was recorded. The percentage of crashes was calculated for the four impending-crash intersection situations.

**Self-reports**

Simulator sickness (010). The 11-point MISC [7] and an item on oculomotor discomfort “I experience oculomotor discomfort at the moment (eyestrain, difficulty focusing, blurred vision or headache).” [92] were provided to participants to monitor the development of simulator sickness during the experiment. The MISC ranges from no problems (0) to vomiting (10). The experienced oculomotor discomfort was rated on a scale from not at all (0) to very much (10). If the participant reported a score of 6 or higher on one of these items, the experiment was interrupted, and either a longer break was taken by the participant or the participant withdrew from the experiment.

NASA TLX (121). The six-item NASA TLX questionnaire was used to assess riders’ workload. The questionnaire contained items on mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort, and frustration [78]. Items were rated on the 21-point scale ranging from very low (1) to very high (21) and failure (1) to perfect (21) for the performance item.

**4.3.1. Simulator sickness and experienced workload**

There were no significant differences in experienced motion sickness and oculomotor discomfort between the two simulator configurations among ten participants who com-
Table 4.2: Minima, maxima, means, standard deviations, and results of paired sample t-tests for self-reported simulator sickness and NASA TLX per simulator configuration for the 10 participants who completed both simulator motion configurations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No Motion</th>
<th></th>
<th>Motion</th>
<th></th>
<th>No Motion vs. Motion</th>
<th>t (df)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>t (df)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sickness (0−10)$^a$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>1.00 (1.40)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>1.47 (1.87)</td>
<td>-1.26 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oculomotor discomfort (0−10)$^a$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.50 (1.86)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.77 (1.87)</td>
<td>-1.10 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA TLX: Mental demand (1−21)$^b$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.40 (1.43)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5.90 (2.96)</td>
<td>-2.29 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA TLX: Physical demand (1−21)$^b$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.90 (3.03)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8.50 (5.84)</td>
<td>-2.66 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA TLX: Temporal demand (1−21)$^b$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5.30 (2.71)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6.30 (3.62)</td>
<td>-2.24 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA TLX: Performance (1−21)$^b$</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10.80 (4.21)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11.60 (3.89)</td>
<td>-1.31 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA TLX: Effort (1−21)$^b$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8.20 (3.99)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9.90 (5.04)</td>
<td>-2.85 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA TLX: Frustration (1−21)$^b$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5.10 (4.33)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4.80 (4.66)</td>
<td>0.90 (9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. p values < 0.05 are in boldface.

$^a$ asked after each session, $^b$ asked after each block, i.e., three sessions.

4.3.2. Effect of visual stimuli on riders’ speed and braking performance

Riders initiated braking in 16.7% of the 126 safe situation trials in which the car from the opposite direction drove straight ahead, in 50.5% out of 188 near-miss trials where the car performed an emergency stop, and in 98.0% out of 252 impending-crash trials in which the car drove into the path of the rider. Figure 4.6 shows that the riders did not brake immediately after the car approaching from the opposite direction started to decelerate (top and middle rows). Instead, the riders started to initiate braking right after the car started to change its heading. On average, riders initiated braking further from the intersection in “car stops” situations as compared to the “car turns” situations (Table 4.3).
Table 4.3: Means and standard deviations of the brake initiation moment, maximum brake position, and brake rise distance for nine intersection situations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Brake initiation moment (m)</th>
<th>Minimum riding speed (km/h)</th>
<th>Maximum braking position (%)</th>
<th>Brake rise distance (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No Motion Mean(SD) n</td>
<td>No Motion Mean(SD) n</td>
<td>No Motion Mean(SD) n</td>
<td>No Motion Mean(SD) n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From opposite,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stops nm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From opposite,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stopping</td>
<td>-25.19 (1.98) 9</td>
<td>34.48 (17.06) 12</td>
<td>36.91 (28.50) 12</td>
<td>6.97 (2.67) 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From opposite,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turns ic</td>
<td>-17.80 (5.28) 12</td>
<td>24.31 (10.01) 12</td>
<td>78.91 (15.26) 12</td>
<td>9.26 (5.37) 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From opposite,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straight s</td>
<td>-18.87 (7.32) 2</td>
<td>50.02 (6.97) 12</td>
<td>1.61 (3.83) 12</td>
<td>6.45 (1.48) 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From opposite,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stops (I) nm</td>
<td>-30.24 (11.24) 9</td>
<td>34.47 (18.69) 12</td>
<td>31.89 (20.20) 12</td>
<td>9.37 (6.59) 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From opposite,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turns (I) ic</td>
<td>-18.45 (5.59) 12</td>
<td>23.81 (12.03) 12</td>
<td>78.07 (15.99) 12</td>
<td>8.81 (4.92) 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From opposite,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straight (I) s</td>
<td>-29.83 (6.56) 4</td>
<td>45.50 (13.22) 12</td>
<td>8.00 (16.98) 12</td>
<td>8.84 (7.42) 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From right,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stopping nm</td>
<td>-33.51 (6.90) 5</td>
<td>46.20 (16.71) 12</td>
<td>8.32 (17.36) 12</td>
<td>6.26 (3.17) 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From right,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turns ic</td>
<td>-26.83 (5.65) 11</td>
<td>17.23 (18.02) 12</td>
<td>61.00 (21.26) 12</td>
<td>12.22 (5.85) 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From right,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straight ic</td>
<td>-19.37 (7.31) 12</td>
<td>20.39 (14.08) 12</td>
<td>77.14 (17.00) 12</td>
<td>10.19 (4.82) 12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. (I), the car was indicating a turn; s, safe situation; nm, near-miss situation; ic, impelling crash situation.


**Figure 4.6: Mean brake position (front and rear brake averaged) during the nine intersection situations per simulator motion configuration. In case a participant came to a stop, data are not shown further. The black vertical lines indicate the start and end of the intersection, the red vertical line indicates the moment when the approaching car started to decelerate, and the green vertical line indicates the moment when the heading of the approaching car started to change.**

**Car’s indicator**

Riders initiated braking on average 3.94 m (in “Stops” situations) and 2.15 m (in “Turns” situations) earlier when the car from the opposite direction indicated the turn as compared to when the car did not (Table 4.3). The average riding speed while approaching the intersection was similar for both indicator conditions (Figure 4.7). The effect of the indicator on the brake initiation moment was not statistically significant for the “car turns” situations ($t(11) = 0.50, p = 0.627$ and $t(9) = 1.50, p = 0.169$ for the no-motion and motion configurations, respectively). The effect of the indicator on the minimum riding speed in the “car turns” situations was not significant either ($t(11) = 0.27, p = 0.791$ and $t(9) = 0.93, p = 0.377$ for the no-motion and motion configurations, respectively). The t-tests were not conducted for the “car stops” situations due to the low number of braking events. Although riders braked in the “car turns” situations, they still often crashed into the car (Table 4.4). The percentage of crash involvement was slightly lower in situations when the car indicated a turn compared to situations when the car did not indicate the turn.
4.3. Results

Figure 4.7: Median, 10th percentile, and 90th percentile of speed across trials per intersection situation. In case a participant came to a stop, data are not shown further. The black vertical lines indicate the start and end of the intersection, the red vertical line indicates the moment when the approaching car started to decelerate, and the green vertical line indicates the moment when the heading of the approaching car started to change.

Table 4.4: Percentage of trials when riders came to a stop (threshold at 5 km/h) before entering the intersection and percentage of trials in which riders were involved in a collision for the four impending-crash situations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Car’s Direction of Travel</th>
<th>From opposite Turns</th>
<th>From opposite Turns (I)</th>
<th>From right Turns</th>
<th>From Right Straight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stop</td>
<td>Crash</td>
<td>Stop</td>
<td>Crash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Motion</td>
<td>8.82%</td>
<td>76.47%</td>
<td>17.65%</td>
<td>73.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>79.31%</td>
<td>24.14%</td>
<td>65.52%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. (I) - The car was indicating a turn.
Crash in the “From right, Turns” situation could not happen because this car was triggered at the same time as the cars in “From opposite, Turns” situations as a result of which the potential collision point was located further down the road.

Car’s direction of travel

When the car approached the intersection from the right and turned (“From right, turns”), riders on average braked 9.34 m earlier compared to the situation where the car approached from the opposite direction and turned (“From opposite, turns”). This effect, which can be seen in Figure 4.6 (bottom middle vs. top middle), was significant (t(10) = 4.79, p < 0.001 and t(9) = 5.61, p < 0.001 for the no-motion and motion configurations, respectively). As can be seen in Table 4.4, riders were less likely to come to a stop before entering an intersection when the car approached from the opposite direction as compared to situations when the car approached from the right intersecting road.
4.3.3. COMPARISON OF BRAKING PERFORMANCE BETWEEN THE MOTION AND NO-MOTION CONFIGURATIONS

Figure 4.6 shows the mean brake position and Table 4.3 shows the means and standard deviations of the brake initiation moment, maximum brake position, and the distance from initiating of braking to the point of maximum braking (i.e., brake rise distance) for the two motion configurations. The results of paired sample t-tests did not show a significant effect of simulator motion on the maximum brake position (p > 0.215 for each of the nine situations) nor on brake rise distance (p > 0.131 for each of the nine situations). Lastly, no substantial differences were observed in the initiation of the braking maneuver between the motion and no-motion configurations (p > 0.022 for each of the nine situations).

Further illustration for the lack of effect of motion is provided in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. Figure 4.8 shows the maximum brake position for the nine intersection situations. It can be seen that the effect of situation is stronger than the effect of motion; the correlation between the values for the two configurations was close to unity (r = 0.99, n = 9). Figure 4.9 shows a bimodal distribution of the maximum brake position; participants either braked hard or did not brake, with relatively few instances of mild braking (5–40%).

4.4. DISCUSSION

Accident statistics show that a frequent crash scenario involving a PTW rider is a crash with a car at an intersection [23, 104]. An in-depth investigation of PTW-car accidents showed that car drivers often failed to perceive the oncoming motorcycle, whereas the PTW riders failed not only in perception but also in executing an avoidance maneuver, such as too weak braking [119]. To study this issue from the perspective of the PTW rider, we performed a simulator study that compared riders’ braking performance
for impending-crash, near-miss, and safe intersection situations.

The results showed that riders initiated braking right after the car from the opposite direction made a heading change that could signal an imminent threat. The riders initiated braking later (i.e., when they were closer to the intersection) in impending-crash situations compared to near-miss situations. This finding can be explained by the fact that riders appeared to brake immediately after a change in the car’s heading, which occurred earlier in near-miss situations than in the impending-crash situations.

Results further indicate that, in situations where a car driver suddenly initiates a left turn, riders are often unable to avoid a collision. It should be noted, however, that the approach speed was fixed at 50 km/h and riders were instructed to try to keep this speed as long as they could and brake only to avoid an upcoming crash. A previous study [35], showed that expert riders tend to slow down when approaching an intersection, indicating that not only “bottom-up” visual cues but also “top-down” expectancies guide riders’ behavior. A similar account is provided by another study [145], which illustrated the interaction of top-down factors and bottom-up factors leading up to cyclist-driver crashes. The results from our study suggest that such precautionary strategies are essential for safety, as a purely detective/reactive behavior of the rider is not enough to avoid a collision.

In line with the findings from previous studies on the importance of the car’s indicator [81, 98], riders initiated their braking maneuver slightly earlier when the car was indicating the turn as compared to when the indicator was off. However, the motion of the car and change of heading had stronger effects on the initiation of braking than the indicator signal, as inferred from the fact that riders were unlikely to brake in safe situations even if the turn signal was on. According to the instructions that we provided, participants should not brake when the car continued straight or stopped. In other words,
the indicator had to be ignored in these two situations. The effect of the indicator could be smaller in our study as compared to on-road riding because, in reality, the cars’ indicator would guide the rider’s expectancies and thereby cause the rider to slow down. Furthermore, we note that in real-life cases, riders may be able to anticipate what other road users will do, not only based on the turn indicator but also with the help of other types of precursors or foreshadowing elements [147, 151]. Examples of such precursors, which were not simulated in our study, include the pre-positioning of the lateral position of the car, additional conflicting vehicles, road markings, head orientation, and eye contact. Future research could employ a more varied visual environment in which multiple road features (e.g., signs, lights, multiple road users) are present, thereby placing high demands on anticipation skills.

Riders initiated their braking maneuver in crash situations earlier when the car was approaching from the right compared to situations when the car approached the intersection from the opposite direction. This effect corresponds to the relatively high percentage of stops before the intersection in the “car from right” situations. One plausible explanation is that the car from the right is on a collision course with the rider, whereas the car coming from the opposite direction is on a collision course only when it turns to its left. Accordingly, in the car-from opposite situations, the riders started to brake only when visual information such as the car’s indicator or heading in combination with high speed could be observed.

The second aim of this research was to compare riders’ braking performance when longitudinal motion cues are provided by a motion platform compared to a no-motion simulator configuration. Our results did not show detectable effects of motion on the riders’ braking behavior. This result appears to contradict literature that indicates that drivers brake more smoothly when motion cues are enabled as compared to when they are disabled [63, 141] as well as more general studies showing that simulator motion can have strong effects on driving behavior [4, 140].

Apart from statistical power, three possible explanations for the discrepancy between our results and the literature can be thought of. First, because the riders approached the intersection using cruise control and steering input did not affect the virtual motorcycle, motion cues were unavailable before the rider started to brake in both the no-motion and motion conditions. This means that the effects of motion on the riders’ risk perception and subjective presence in the virtual environment may have been limited; only after the rider started to brake, he/she could feel the motion. Second, we showed that the riders’ decisions were rather binary: short-lasting hard braking or no braking (Figure 4.9). This observation ties into theories about open-loop versus closed-loop manual control [83]. In particular, if riders “slam on the brakes to avoid a collision” [83], no association between braking control and motion feedback ought to be expected. A third explanation for the lack of observable motion effects concerns the motion cueing algorithm itself. It is possible that our adaptive filter-based algorithm as detailed in the Supplementary material yielded a too sluggish response for the highly dynamic braking maneuver under investigation. Thus, the lack of effect by no means implies that motion would not have effects for other types of riding/driving tasks and other types of motion drive laws. It remains to be investigated whether motion affects closed loop braking behavior. This research question could be studied in non-emergency tasks such as ap-
approaching an intersection where a rider does not have the right of way or before entering a turn.

Several limitations should be considered when interpreting the present results. First, only 12 people participated, raising questions about statistical power (i.e., 1 minus the false-negative rate), false positives [12], and generalizability. The small sample size is a concern for the results for the turn indicator, where significant effects may plausibly be expected if larger samples were used. On the other hand, some of the other observed effects presented in this paper are very strong and may not require larger samples. Specifically, the effects concerning the car’s direction of travel on the participant’s behavior were strong and significant (p < 0.001), suggesting high replicability. Also, the finding that motion increases self-reported physical demands and effort is interpretable from a biomechanics viewpoint and thus expected to be replicable. Also, the fact that participants in near-miss scenarios braked harder as compared to safe scenarios, but less hard as compared to impending-crash scenarios, is interpretable and strong, with little overlap of distributions (see also Figure 4.7). In summary, we argue that the present sample size is a limitation for some of our findings (e.g., effect of the indicator), but still sufficient for our primary research purposes. It should be reminded that our type of research involves ethical and safety challenges regarding motion sickness after-effects [9, 45]. Hence, we would advise other researchers not to test more participants than needed if they were to conduct this type of research. The current results show a learning curve where participants grew accustomed to the fact that they did not have to brake in the safe situations, and gradually braked less hard in the near-miss and impending-crash situations (supplementary material [94]). It would be interesting to examine how these trends develop in an even larger number of trials.

A second limitation is that our study aimed to investigate whether riders are capable of avoiding a potential collision based on “bottom up” visual cues in situations where a crash could be expected. In reality, situations in which a car driver does not give right of way are encountered only rarely. Instead, on the road, riders may show a later initiation of braking in case the situation is not expected by the rider [62, 117] as well as anticipatory braking before the relevant visual cues are available. More research should be conducted to understand to what extent a precautionary approaching strategy could significantly reduce the number of crashes.

Third, the realism of the simulator deserves further consideration. Future research could employ a more realistic PTW dynamics model, allowing for the in-depth examination of brake modulation of the front and rear brakes and motorcycle stability in emergency braking conditions (for models see [28, 101]). The virtual environment built in PreScan and projected in the Oculus Rift DK2 resulted in a limited screen resolution. For this reason, the car’s headlight had to be used instead of the car’s indicator light. This limitation is relatively easily countered in future research, as the resolution and refresh rate of the head-mounted display is rapidly increasing [150]. Future research could also use richer virtual environments in order to examine the effect of the aforementioned hazard precursors, although it remains to be seen whether higher visual fidelity would improve the validity of research data [97].
4.5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In conclusion, riders’ braking patterns differed between impending-crash, near-miss, and safe situations: the more dangerous the situation, the more likely riders were to brake and the harder they braked. Riders appear to brake in response to a deviation in the approaching car’s heading. Additionally, we showed that riders were often unable to avoid a collision with the car in impending-crash conditions.

Possible remedies to PTW-car crashes could be adjustments in road design (e.g., the presence of a left-turn lane), automated emergency braking for PTWs [134], and vehicle-to-vehicle communication technologies for providing warnings in advance [80]. Furthermore, we see an opportunity for our results to be used in risk awareness training programs [121]. That is, it would be valuable for PTW riders to be taught, using a PC-based animation, in which cases crashes are unavoidable, and why it is important to slow down before intersections.

Although we did not observe a significant effect on rider’s emergency braking performance between the two simulator configurations, it may be that this study concerned a particular task for which motion is not needed, or it may be due to the specific parameter settings of the motion cueing algorithm (supplementary material [94]). It remains to be investigated how motion cues provided by a hexapod would affect riding performance in tasks such as continuous braking or turning, where closed-loop control is to be expected.

4.6. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Supplementary materials (motion cueing algorithm, learning curves), characteristics of the virtual world, an illustrative video of the experiment, and other supplementary files are available in an online repository.
The use of driving simulators for training and for development of new vehicles is widely spread in the automotive industry. In the last decade, a few motorcycle riding simulators have been developed for similar purposes, with focus on maneuvering at high speed. This chapter presents the subjective and objective evaluation of a motorcycle riding simulator specifically for low speed longitudinal and lateral maneuvering, between 0 and 10 meters per second. An experiment was conducted with 3 maneuvers, acceleration from standstill, braking to standstill and turning at constant speed, both without and with platform motion. Participants briefly evaluated the fidelity of the simulator after each maneuver and more extensively after each motion condition. Behavioral fidelity was evaluated using experimental data measured on an instrumented motorcycle. Overall, the results show that the participants could reproduce the selected maneuvers without falling or losing balance, reporting a sufficient level of simulator realism. In terms of subjective fidelity, motion had a positive effect on simulator presence, significantly increasing the feeling of being involved in the virtual environment. In terms of behavioral fidelity, the comparison between the simulator and experimental results shows good agreement, with a limited positive influence of motion for the braking maneuver, which indicates that for this maneuver the use of motion is beneficial to reproduce the real-life experience and performance.

This chapter is planned to be submitted for a journal publication.
5.1. INTRODUCTION

Driving simulators are widely used in the automotive industries, with applications ranging from driver training and testing of active safety systems, to the analysis of vehicle design modifications and subjective vehicle performance assessment. Applications are generally limited to cars and this technology is rarely used for motorcycles. Due to the complex dynamics of two-wheeled vehicles, the use of a motorcycle riding simulator would be beneficial to train riders to cope with vehicle instabilities, and simulators could also be used to evaluate design changes and the impact of active safety systems. However, the complex dynamics of motorcycles also pose unique challenges for the design of realistic, high fidelity, simulators.

The fidelity of a simulator partly depends on the quality of the vehicle dynamics model, as this is the basis for rendering the visual stimuli as well as haptic and motion cueing [1, 120]. This topic was addressed in Chapter 2, where a high fidelity model of a motorcycle was developed based on multibody dynamics theory, together with models for motorcycle sub-systems, such as: engine, CVT, brakes and tires. The presented model was validated for a selection of longitudinal and lateral dynamic maneuvers with experimental results in the speed range currently of interest, namely between 0 and 10 m/s. Despite its complexity, the model can be simulated in real-time and in Chapter 4 it was integrated in a riding simulator for a study on braking at intersection. In that study, the motorcycle model was simplified for the use in longitudinal direction only and further investigation is required to validate the use of the motorcycle model for combined longitudinal and lateral dynamics.

The output of the motorcycle model simulation provides the reference motion that needs to be rendered to the simulator rider as realistically as possible. This introduces challenges for the reproduction of motion, visual and haptic cues. In previous studies, different methods have been adopted to render motion. In all these studies, a combination of physical and visual stimuli is used to create perception of roll motion. In [88], a gain was tuned on both physical motion and visual roll, to find the optimal subjective compromise during an experiment with 4 participants. The results showed that participants preferred a larger physical roll (250% of the vehicle roll) rather than visual roll (119% of the vehicle roll). In another motorcycle simulator study [34], the opposite approach was used, where a larger visual roll was presented to the simulator riders and only a small part of the vehicle roll was rendered using the physical tilting of the mock-up. In [75], a 50:50 split between visual and physical roll provided the most realistic perception of roll motion. More recently [156], the physical roll motion was scaled to 25%, while the visual roll was not scaled (i.e., 100%) with positive results in terms of simulator realism and presence. In [137] the participants of a motorcycle simulator experiment were asked to tune the visual and physical roll, resulting in visual roll close to 100% with a physical roll between 40% and 85% of the motorcycle roll, depending on vehicle velocity and turning radius. In the present study an approach based on motion perception was adopted, where the physical roll motion was used to render specific forces at the rider’s head, while visual roll was not modified (i.e., visual gain of 100%).

Another challenge in the rendering of vehicle motion in a riding simulator is the reproduction of visual cues. In many existing riding simulators a large screen [32, 143, 106, 76] or a multiple screen [133] setup was used, while in other cases a Head Mounted
Display (HMD) was adopted [22, 156]. In this study a HMD with stereo vision and head tracking system was adopted, as it was also used in the study presented in Chapter 4 with positive results.

Regarding the simulator control loading, different approaches have been used to render the exchange of forces between the vehicle steer and the rider of a motorcycle simulator. In a low-cost motorcycle simulator a torsional spring was used to provide a torque proportional to the steering angle [133]. In [156] an admittance control was implemented, where the torque applied by the rider was fed to the model and the resulting steering angle was used to control the position of the steering motor while limiting its torque. In the current study, an impedance control was adopted. The rider imposes a steering angle which is passed to a lateral dynamics controller (Section 2.2.3) to control the vehicle model. The motorcycle model then returns a steering torque that is applied using the steering motor.

Previous studies have considered the development and evaluation of riding simulators, but so far all of them focused on motorcycle maneuvering at high speed (i.e., above 10 ms\(^{-1}\)), where the motorcycle vehicle dynamics become stable [138]. In contrast, this study focused on the subjective evaluation of a motorcycle riding simulator specifically for low speed maneuvering (i.e., between 0 and 10 ms\(^{-1}\)).

The main research question of this study is whether the developed motorcycle simulator provides an adequate reproduction of a real vehicle, both in terms of perceived realism and behavioral fidelity in low speed maneuvers, including cornering. Perceived realism is evaluated both after and during simulator trials, by means of questionnaires and a continuous evaluation of realism [26]. Behavioral fidelity is evaluated by comparing the performance of the subjects of this study performing a set of maneuvers, with the performance of a test rider on a real instrumented motorcycle performing the same maneuvers. Additionally, the influence of simulator motion is evaluated on both perceived realism and behavioral fidelity.

### 5.2. Method

#### 5.2.1. Riding Scenario

The riding scenario presented to the experiment subjects is very similar to the scenario used for the experimental validation of the motorcycle model used in Chapter 2, where the test data acquired on a real motorcycle were used to validate simulation results. The maneuvers used for model validation were selected to be reproduced here:

- **A30**: accelerating from standstill to 30 kmh\(^{-1}\) (8.3 ms\(^{-1}\)),
- **U25**: constant turn with 10.5 m radius performed at 25 kmh\(^{-1}\) (6.9 ms\(^{-1}\)), and
- **B12**: braking from 30 kmh\(^{-1}\) (8.3 ms\(^{-1}\)) to standstill in 12 m.

In the experiment these maneuvers resulted in accelerations up to 3 ms\(^{-2}\) (A30), 4 ms\(^{-2}\) (U25) and 3 ms\(^{-2}\) (B12). When the experiment started, the participants could see themselves sitting on a standstill motorcycle in a virtual environment. The road on which they were driving was divided in three lanes, 2 m wide each, with the vehicle starting in the middle one. The middle lane also included a green center line which indicated...
the ideal trajectory that they had to follow. A schematic of the road track created for the experiment is shown in Figure 5.1.

The first maneuver that they had to reproduce was the acceleration maneuver, which started a few meters ahead of their starting position in the virtual environment. The beginning and the end of the maneuver was indicated with traffic cones on the virtual road. The second maneuver was the constant turn (left or right alternatively) indicated also by traffic cones at the beginning and at the end. The third maneuver was the braking to standstill. The target beginning and the stopping locations were indicated using cones.

In-between maneuvers, a 200 m long straight road was placed to allow the participants to align on the center of the lane and get to the correct speed. The execution of these three maneuvers in series was defined as a run. After the final maneuver (braking) the motorcycle was automatically repositioned to start a new run. The run could start with a right or a left turn, alternating after each run. The execution of three consecutive runs was defined as a trial.

5.2.2. Motion cueing

In this study, an approach based on motion perception was adopted to render the roll motion to the riders of the motorcycle simulator. It is possible to analyze both physical and inertial forces acting on the motorcycle in steady state cornering, assuming that the rider body does not move with respect to the vehicle and that the rider is in line with the motorcycle.

A scheme of a motorcycle performing a right turn seen from behind is shown in Figure 5.2, where the masses of the rider and the vehicle are lumped as one. The motorcycle lean angle is noted as $\phi$, $m$ is the sum of the mass of the motorcycle and the mass of the rider and $g$ is the gravitational acceleration. The sum of front and rear tires’ lateral and vertical forces are noted as $F_y$ and $F_z$, respectively.

From the equilibrium of the forces it is possible to compute the lateral $(a_y)$ and ver-
Figure 5.2: Physical and inertial forces acting on the motorcycle and the rider while leaning in a right turn in steady state conditions (rear view).
tical \( (a_z) \) accelerations acting on the rider:

\[
\begin{align*}
    a_y &= g \sin \phi - \frac{v^2}{r} \cos \phi = 0, \\
    a_z &= g \cos \phi + \frac{v^2}{r} \sin \phi.
\end{align*}
\] (5.1)

The lateral acceleration in a steady state turn depends on the leaning angle, the vehicle velocity \( v \) and the turn radius \( r \). In the reference frame of the rider and in steady state conditions, if it is assumed that the rider is not moving with respect to the motorcycle, the total lateral acceleration will be zero. In the same reference frame, but in vertical direction, both centrifugal and gravitational accelerations are oriented downwards and their resultant pushes the rider on the seat of the motorcycle. The accelerations computed using Equations 5.1a and 5.1b, together with longitudinal acceleration and angular velocities obtained from the solution of the motorcycle model are used as input for the MCA that computes the platform motion.

The MCA adopted in this study is an algorithm by MOOG, provided together with their motion system. It is based on a classical motion cueing algorithm with adaptive washout \[21\]. The MCA parameters were tuned to reproduce the accelerations perceived by the rider. The intent was to optimize the motion cueing for the ideal maneuvers, this way, when the participants were improving their performance, they would obtain the most realistic motion experience possible with the adopted motion system and cueing algorithm. More details about the MCA and the parameters used can be found in Appendix B.

To evaluate the effects of motion, two different conditions were tested:

- M: motion computed using a filter-based MCA, and
- NM: no motion.

In both conditions, speed-dependent road rumble was added.

### 5.2.3. DEPENDENT MEASURES

In order to answer the research question of this study, four classes of metrics were defined. The first class involved metrics of riding performance that can be directly compared with the data acquired on a real vehicle performing the same maneuvers. These objective metrics were complemented with 3 classes of subjective evaluation metrics. The second class is a continuous measure of realism given by the subjects of the experiment. The third class measured simulator presence based on a questionnaire after the experiment. The fourth class measured simulator sickness.

#### PERFORMANCE METRICS

The rider performance metrics computed for this study are based on lateral position and longitudinal velocity of the vehicle. Lateral deviation of the vehicle with respect to the prescribed path was considered as an error and its sum was computed during the execution of each maneuver. The velocity of the simulated vehicle during acceleration and braking was directly compared with the experimental data acquired on a real instrumented motorcycle, where a test rider performed the same maneuvers as in this experiment \[66\]. For the turning maneuver the ideal speed was considered to be constant. The
deviation from this ideal speed was computed as error and integrated over the execution of the maneuvers.

Position and velocity errors for each maneuver were computed using:

**Acceleration performance:**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{err}_{\text{pos}} &= \sum_{i=1}^{N} |(y_i - \hat{y}_{A30})(x_i - x_{i-1})| \\
\text{err}_{\text{vel}} &= \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{|v_i - \hat{v}_{A30,i}|}{|x_i - x_{i-1}|}
\end{align*}
\] (5.2a)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{err}_{\text{pos}} &= \sum_{i=1}^{N} |(y_i - \hat{y}_{B12})(x_i - x_{i-1})| \\
\text{err}_{\text{vel}} &= \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{|v_i - \hat{v}_{B12,i}|}{|x_i - x_{i-1}|}
\end{align*}
\] (5.2b)

**Braking performance:**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{err}_{\text{pos}} &= \sum_{i=1}^{N} |(y_i - \hat{y}_{B12})(x_i - x_{i-1})| \\
\text{err}_{\text{vel}} &= \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{|v_i - \hat{v}_{B12,i}|}{|x_i - x_{i-1}|}
\end{align*}
\] (5.3a)

**Turning performance:**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{err}_{\text{pos}} &= \sum_{i=1}^{N} |r_i - \hat{r}_{U25}|r_i(\psi_i - \psi_{i-1}) \\
\text{err}_{\text{vel}} &= \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{|v_i - \hat{v}_{U25}|r_i(\psi_i - \psi_{i-1})}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} r_i(\psi_i - \psi_{i-1})}
\end{align*}
\] (5.4a)

In these equations, \(x\) and \(y\) are the longitudinal and lateral displacement of the motorcycle with respect to \(x_0\) and \(y_0\), which are the motorcycle planar coordinates at the beginning of each maneuver. The motorcycle velocity during the maneuver is indicated with \(v_i\) while the reference velocity for each maneuver is indicated with \(\hat{v}\), with the specific maneuver indicated in the subscripts. For the turning maneuver, the instantaneous turning radius \(r_i\) and the angle with respect to the center of the turn \(\psi\) are computed using the motorcycle coordinates. The reference constant lateral displacement for maneuvers A30 and B12 are indicated with \(\hat{y}_{A30}\) and \(\hat{y}_{B12}\), respectively. The reference turning radius for the maneuver U25 is indicated with \(\hat{r}_{U25}\). All the sums end at the index \(N\), which represents the last point in which the motorcycle coordinates are within the predefined space of each maneuver.

The computed error for both position and velocity was presented to the subjects of the experiment at the end of each run. Participants were instructed to pursue a high score and therefore tended towards the ideal riding scenario, minimizing the dispersion of the data. In order to provide a number that can be quickly interpreted by the participants, the errors computed during the simulation have been normalized within a range from 0% to 100%, where a score close to 100% is representative of good performance. The normalization was done using a hyperbolic tangent function where also a normal-
The normalization factor used was related to physical quantities of the experiment. For the position error for acceleration and braking maneuvers a factor of 10 was used, which is in the order of magnitude of the road width (6 m), while for the position error of the turning maneuver the factor used was 30, which is related to the length of the semi-circular trajectory with a radius 10.5 m (33.0 m). For the velocity scores, the normalization factor used was 30 for all the maneuvers and it was related to the target vehicle velocity of 30 km h$^{-1}$ during the experiment.

Examples of position error calculation for the acceleration maneuver A30 are shown in Figure 5.4a. In the figure, two motorcycle trajectories that are parallel to the ideal trajectory but at a certain distance from it are shown. The areas between the trajectories and the ideal trajectory represents the position error. The area colored in green represents a linear trajectory parallel to the ideal one and at a distance of 0.1 m from it. The position error is computed as the area between the motorcycle trajectory and the ideal trajectory ($3 \text{ m}^2$), which results in a position score of 70.9%. The area colored in red represents the position error relative to a motorcycle trajectory parallel to the ideal trajectory and at a distance of 0.8 m (position error of 24 m$^2$) with a relative position score of 1.6%. For the braking maneuver B12, the calculation of position error, and relative position score, was done in the same way.

Similarly, examples of position error calculations for the turning maneuver U25 are
shown in Figure 5.4b. Also in this case the position error is computed as the area between the trajectory of the motorcycle and the ideal trajectory. The examples shown in the figure would result in position errors of 6.6 m$^2$ and 39.6 m$^2$, and position scores of 78.4% and 13.3% for the green and red area, respectively.

After the execution of the experiment, the performance of the participants was divided in three categories:

- Desired performance: the participant performed the maneuver keeping the motorcycle in the middle lane, maximum lateral deviation from the target path below 1 m on either side,

- Adequate performance: the participant performed the maneuver driving the motorcycle also deviating to the lateral lanes of the road, maximum lateral deviation from the target path below 3 m on either side, and

- Inadequate performance: the participant drove the motorcycle off road while performing the maneuver, lateral deviation from the target path greater than 3 m.

In case of inadequate performance, the position and velocity scores calculated were neglected. The number of times that a participant was not able to obtain desired or adequate performance was analyzed as a measure of difficulty for performing the maneuver. For desired and adequate performances the scores of each participant was averaged per maneuver and per motion condition where addition of simulator motion is expected to be beneficial to the riding performance.

**REALISM**

In order to rate the perceived realism the participants were asked to provide a realism score using a Likert-like scale [100] in the range between 0 and 10, where 0 meant “far from reality” and 10 meant “close to reality”. The participants provided this score by comparing the simulator with their real life experience. They had to provide this score verbally after each maneuver for the entire duration of the experiment. In order to practice with the realism score rating, a training session was performed after the familiarization and before the start of the experiment trials.

The realism scores provided by each participant were averaged per motion condition and per maneuver. The average results over all participants was then computed using the averages of each participant. Although the scale used for the realism score provides ordinal data, in this study it is assumed that the interval between values is the same and therefore the calculation of mean and standard deviation is allowed [85, 115]. A higher realism score is expected to be found for the simulator condition with motion, irrespectively of the considered maneuver.

**SIMULATOR PRESENCE**

In order to evaluate the simulator presence experienced by the participants during the experiment, a questionnaire was prepared with eight questions selected from a previous study [161]. These questions are meant to measure the major contributing factors to a sense of presence: Control Factors (CF), Sensory Factors (SF), Distraction Factors (DF) and Realism Factors (RF). The participants were asked to provide an answer between 1
Figure 5.4: Motorcycle trajectories and relative position errors for the calculation of position scores for acceleration and turning maneuver.
(very low) and 21 (very high/very much) to the questions reported in Table 5.1. Each participant had to respond to all the questions twice, once for each motion condition. The scale provides ordinal data, but with the assumption of equally spaced intervals, the calculation of mean and standard deviation is allowed [85, 115]. The answer of each question per motion condition was averaged for all the participants to analyze the influence of simulator motion on the different factors contributing to simulator presence. A higher mean value is expected when simulator motion is active.

Table 5.1: Questionnaire evaluating simulator presence for each motion condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>To what extent did you feel consciously aware of being in the real world while being on the simulator?</td>
<td>DF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>To what extent did you feel that you were interacting with the simulation environment?</td>
<td>CF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>How natural did your interaction with the environment seem?</td>
<td>CF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>How much did the visual aspects of the environment involve you?</td>
<td>SF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>How much did the motion aspects of the environment involve you?</td>
<td>SF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>How well could you concentrate on the assigned tasks or required activities rather than on the mechanisms used to perform those tasks or activities?</td>
<td>DF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>How much did your experience in the virtual environment seem consistent with your real-world experience?</td>
<td>RF, CF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>How compelling was your sense of moving around inside the virtual environment?</td>
<td>SF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. Factor categories: CF = Control Factors, SF = Sensory Factors, DF = Distraction Factors, RF = Realism Factors.

Simulator sickness was measured during the experiment using the MISC rating [7]. The rating ranges from no symptoms (0) to vomiting (10) and the participants were asked to report their rate in the introduction phase before the beginning of the experiment, after familiarization and training and after each trial. If at any moment during the experiment the MISC rating would reach a value of 6 or higher, the experiment was interrupted and the ongoing scenario was not considered in the analysis.

5.2.4. PARTICIPANTS
The 12 participants involved in the experiment were recruited from the employees of Siemens Industry Software in Leuven (Belgium), where the motorcycle simulator is located. All participants were male with average age of 35.8 years (SD 8.7), and all have a motorcycle driving license (AM, A1 or A). In the 12 months previous to the experiment, half of them reported to have never driven a motorcycle, the other half reported to have driven between once a month and a few times per week.

5.2.5. RIDING SIMULATOR
The experiment was conducted on the “MOTORIST” motorcycle riding simulator. The simulator consist of a Piaggio Beverly 350 cc motorcycle mock-up mounted on top of a 6 DOF MOOG motion system [95]. A HMD integrated in a motorcycle helmet was
used to provide stereo vision with visual roll and an infrared camera position in front of the rider was used to track the head motion of the rider. The setup is shown in Figure 5.5 (left), where the tracking camera was attached to the vertical pole mounted in front of the motorcycle. The motorcycle was instrumented with sensors to measure the rider inputs of steering, throttle and independent front and rear braking. The steering column was instrumented with an electric motor to provide torque feedback at the handlebar and a rotary encoder to measure the steering angle. The throttle was measured using an encoder mounted on the throttle body of the motorcycle. The braking action was measured independently for front and rear brakes by means of encoders measuring the braking lever’s angle. Throttle and braking signals were sent to a combined powertrain and braking system model to compute the traction and braking torques to apply to the motorcycle model’s wheels. The steering angle was sent to a lateral controller algorithm responsible for calculating the steering torque that was applied to the motorcycle model. A detailed description of these models can be found in Chapter 2.

5.2.6. Procedure

Before the beginning of the experiment, each participant was asked to fill out an intake questionnaire and was given a document with a description of the experiment, including a set of instructions for the correct execution of the experiment. After reading the experiment description, the experimenter would answer all their questions and then briefly summarize the instructions using the same vocabulary as in the written document and using the same explanation for each subject. Subsequently the participants had to sign a consent form and provide a preliminary MISC rating.

The participants were then escorted to the riding simulator and helped to wear the protective equipment (safety harness, protective vest and helmet). Participants started with a familiarization trial to get acquainted with the system. During the familiarization they could drive along the predefined path and attempt to perform the maneuvers, but their performance was not evaluated and they did not have to provide any realism score.

Following the familiarization, they had a training trial. During the training they performed the predefined maneuver and they were also asked to provide a realism score after each maneuver. This score was not considered in the results and was only used to let the participant get used to provide this score at the right time. Both familiarization and training trials were performed with the no motion (NM) condition for all the participants.

After the training, three identical trials with one motion condition were performed. After each trial, the participants were asked to provide a rating on the motion sickness, measured using the MISC rating, and at the end of the third trial, the participants were asked to step out of the simulator and fill in a presence questionnaire to evaluate the first motion condition. After a 10 minutes break, the participants performed the remaining three trials of the experiment with the other motion condition. Also in this case, a MISC rating was requested after each trial, and at the end of the last trial, the participant filled in a final presence questionnaire on the second motion condition. Each participant performed a total of 18 repetitions of each maneuver, 9 for each motion condition. The order in which the motion conditions were presented was selected to have half of the participants starting with motion and the other half without. The overall duration of
the experiment was approximately 90 minutes per participant according to the timeline reported in Table 5.2.

The study was approved by the TU Delft Ethics Committee (Ethics application no. 515, 2018).

5.3. **Results**

5.3.1. **Replacing the HMD with a Screen**

The first 10 participants of the experiment used the HMD as visualization device. Only three of these 10 participants managed to complete the experiment, the other seven were interrupted due to inability to drive the motorcycle or motion sickness. These riders were mostly controlling the handlebar too aggressively, resulting in the impossibility to drive in a straight line or control the heading direction. From the feedback collected during post-experiment debriefing, they reported issues with the steering control.

The steering angle that was visualized in the HMD was different from the physical steering angle imposed by the driver. At very low speeds (below 0.5 m s\(^{-1}\)), the physical steering angle was shown, while at higher speeds (above 3 m s\(^{-1}\)) the steering angle of the motorcycle model was visualized. In between, a speed dependent gain coefficient was used to smoothly fade between these behaviors, resulting in inaccurate visual reproduction of the handlebar angle. Curiously, none of the participants mentioned this in their feedback.

To proceed with the experiment, the HMD was replaced by a screen mounted in front...
Table 5.2: Experiment timeline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Introduction</th>
<th>20 min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intake questionnaire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consent form</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISC rating</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Familiarization</th>
<th>10 min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NM motion condition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISC rating</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training</th>
<th>5 min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NM motion condition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>realism score practice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISC rating</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3 Trials</th>
<th>20 min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>one motion condition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>realism score measurement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISC rating after each trial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence questionnaire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Break</th>
<th>10 min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3 Trials</th>
<th>20 min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>other motion condition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>realism score measurement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISC rating after each trial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence questionnaire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conclusion</th>
<th>5 min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total</th>
<th>90 min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
of the motorcycle that was moving together with the motion platform. The adapted setup is shown in Figure 5.5 (right). With the modified setup, 12 participants were invited to the experiment and all of them were able to complete the study. Three of these participants had started the familiarization with the HMD but interrupted it within few minutes. Therefore, learning from the previous test was considered minimal.

5.3. RESULTS

The adapted setup is shown in Figure 5.5 (right). With the modified setup, 12 participants were invited to the experiment and all of them were able to complete the study. Three of these participants had started the familiarization with the HMD but interrupted it within few minutes. Therefore, learning from the previous test was considered minimal.

5.3.2. TIME HISTORIES COMPARISON WITH REAL MEASUREMENTS

The average motorcycle velocity profile for all participants and for each motion condition was computed and compared with the reference maneuvers in Figure 5.6. The averaged velocity profile for the acceleration maneuver does not start from zero. This is due to the fact that during the trial the motorcycle was re-positioned a few meters before the beginning of the maneuver and the participants had to drive to the beginning and stop before the start. In some cases, the participants started accelerating before the correct start position and in some other cases, the participants started after this position, resulting in an initial averaged velocity higher than zero. This effect can be seen in the velocity profiles of a representative participant for which all the velocity profiles are plotted in Figure 5.6 (top). The final velocity during the acceleration maneuver is close to 30 kmh\(^{-1}\) for both motion conditions. The reference velocity profile that was measured in experimental conditions does not reach the target speed of 30 kmh\(^{-1}\), although the instructions provided to both test rider and participants of the simulator experiment were identical. This indicates that it is easier to reach the ideal final velocity on the simulator rather than on the real vehicle.

For the braking maneuver, the averaged velocity of the motorcycle started to drop before the beginning of the maneuver, resulting in a motorcycle velocity starting below the reference. The shape of the averaged velocity profile is also distorted and it differs from the reference. This is due to the averaging in the last part of the maneuver, where for some of the trials the velocity was already at zero (see the velocity profiles for a representative participant in Figure 5.6 (middle). For this maneuver it can be seen that with motion, the velocity profile is closer to the reference.

The velocity profile for the turning maneuver was always below the reference value of 25 kmh\(^{-1}\), with a somewhat higher average value for the condition with simulator motion, as shown in Figure 5.6 (bottom). This result is in opposition with the results obtained for the acceleration maneuver, where the velocity of the vehicle was always above the reference. This suggests that the ideal reproduction of the turning maneuver was difficult to achieve on the simulator.

5.3.3. RIDING PERFORMANCE METRICS AND REALISM

Simulator realism was positively evaluated with an average score of 6.2, and was higher with motion (6.8 with standard deviation of 1.5 for M and 5.6 with standard deviation of 1.7 for NM condition). However this effect was not significant \(t(11) = 1.61, p = 0.123\), in a paired sample t-test. The results of realism and performance evaluation were first averaged per participant and per motion condition and then represented graphically in box plots in Figure 5.7. In order to evaluate significance of the effect of motion, a paired t-test was performed and the results are reported in Table 5.3.

For the acceleration maneuver A30, the results are reported in Figure 5.7 (top). The
Figure 5.6: Velocity over distance for the experiment maneuvers. The black dashed line indicates the reference profile, blue and red lines the averaged velocity profile for all the participants and shaded areas the interquartile range for motion and no motion condition. Thin lines are velocity profiles of a representative participant.
5.3. Results

Table 5.3: Minima, maxima, means, standard deviations and results of paired sample t-tests for realism and riding performance metrics. p values < 0.05 are reported in boldface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M</th>
<th>NM</th>
<th>t (df)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Min</strong></td>
<td><strong>Max</strong></td>
<td><strong>Mean (SD)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Min</strong></td>
<td><strong>Max</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceleration (A30)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realism</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>6.87 (1.61)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pos. score</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>93.0</td>
<td>20.89 (24.19)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vel. score</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>84.6</td>
<td>51.06 (13.05)</td>
<td>26.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braking (B12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realism</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>6.71 (1.88)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pos. score</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>97.2</td>
<td>63.43 (23.24)</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vel. score</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>94.0</td>
<td>37.98 (27.03)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turning (U25)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realism</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>6.74 (1.70)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pos. score</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>83.8</td>
<td>33.46 (22.41)</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vel. score</td>
<td>93.2</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>97.51 (1.68)</td>
<td>92.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Effects of motion were not significant for this maneuver, with a minor influence on realism, for which the mean value is slightly higher with motion. The position scores obtained are quite low, with an average value around 20%, which represents an error value of 11.0 m², 0.37 m for 30 m of acceleration. Results for the braking maneuver B12 are reported in Figure 5.7 (middle). For this maneuver the effect of motion is significant for both position and velocity score. In particular, the position score is significantly higher for the NM condition (10.5%), while the velocity score is significantly higher for the M condition (8.8%).

For the turning maneuver U25, the results are reported in Figure 5.7 (bottom). The average velocity score for all the participants was always between 95.0% and 99.5%, with a corresponding error between 1.5 km h⁻¹ and 0.15 km h⁻¹. The small range of these results is explained by the small amplitude of the error value and the normalization factor used for the calculation of this score. In this case, as for the other velocity scores, a normalization factor of 30 was used. As shown in Figure 5.3, a smaller factor would result in an increased score range for a small error in magnitude. These results were re-scaled using a normalization factor of 1, resulting in a score range between 9.5% and 85.1% and a similar statistic result (t(11) = -0.25, p = 0.802) for the difference between motion and no motion condition. Although the updated normalization factor provides a better use of the score range, the number presented in Figure 5.7 were presented to the participants of the experiment during the execution and they were used to adjust their performance. Since the normalization factor does not influence the outcome of the analysis, the results with the pre-selected factor are shown.

For the calculation of the performance scores reported above, only the maneuvers where the participant achieved desired or adequate performances were considered. For inadequate performances, the scores were excluded from the analysis. The total numbers of inadequate performances for each maneuver, and the percentage of the total number of repetitions, are reported in Table 5.4, for both screen and HMD visuals. Overall, no falls or loss of balance were reported during the execution of the experiment, and the participants were able to successfully reproduce acceleration from standstill and
Figure 5.7: Box plot of realism scores, position scores and velocity scores for the acceleration maneuver (top), braking maneuver (middle) and turning maneuver (bottom) grouped by motion condition (M: motion, NM: no motion). p values for effects of motion result from a paired sample t-test. Boxes show results with screen. The red markers represent the 3 participants that completed the experiment using the Head Mounted Display.
Table 5.4: Number of inadequate performances (failures) for each maneuver per motion condition and percentage of the total number of repetition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maneuver</th>
<th>Screen (12 participants)</th>
<th>HMD (3 participants)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Failed</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceleration (A30)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turning (U25)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>30.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braking (B12)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5: Minima, maxima, means, standard deviations and results of paired sample t-tests for presence questionnaire. p values < 0.05 are reported in boldface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>t (df)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9.92 (5.62)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8.92 (5.38)</td>
<td>0.41 (11)</td>
<td>0.683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13.08 (4.25)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>11.83 (4.63)</td>
<td>0.69 (11)</td>
<td>0.498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11.42 (4.60)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9.50 (4.50)</td>
<td>1.03 (11)</td>
<td>0.314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>9.83 (5.87)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10.33 (6.31)</td>
<td>-0.20 (11)</td>
<td>0.844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14.25 (4.94)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9.08 (4.48)</td>
<td>2.68 (11)</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13.00 (2.76)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14.17 (4.17)</td>
<td>-0.81 (11)</td>
<td>0.428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11.75 (4.11)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8.67 (4.54)</td>
<td>1.74 (11)</td>
<td>0.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11.67 (4.56)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8.50 (3.42)</td>
<td>1.92 (11)</td>
<td>0.067</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

braking to standstill with the help of the balancing control. In terms of deviation from the desired path, participants failed to achieve adequate performances for the acceleration maneuver 7 times for each motion condition. For the braking the number of inadequate performances was 1 for motion and 3 for no motion condition. For the turning maneuver, the inadequate performances were 33 for each motion condition.

5.3.4. Simulator presence

The results from the simulator presence questionnaire are presented graphically in Figure 5.8. The results of a paired t-test are reported in Table 5.5. Only for question 5 (“How much did the motion aspects of the environment involve you?”) a significant effect was found, with participants feeling more present in the virtual environment with simulator motion. The results show that the value is generally higher with motion, except for question 6 (“How well could you concentrate on the assigned tasks or required activities rather than on the mechanism used to perform those tasks or activities?”), where simulator motion results in lower presence.
Figure 5.8: Presence questionnaire results grouped by motion condition (M: motion, NM: no motion). p values from effects of motion result from a paired sample t-test. The markers represent the 3 participants that completed the experiment using the Head Mounted Display.
5.3.5. SIMULATOR SICKNESS
The results of the self-reported simulator sickness for the experiment using the screen are reported in Table 5.6, with a comparison between the motion and no motion conditions. The maximum MISC rating value during trials was 2 and it was reported during a trial without motion. The average MISC rating during trials was 0.25 and 0.22 with motion and without motion, respectively. The highest average MISC rating was reported in the introduction phase of the experiment with a value of 0.33.

Table 5.6: Self-reported simulator sickness for the 12 participants with screen and the 3 participants with HMD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Screen (12 participants)</th>
<th>HMD (3 participants)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familiarization</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trials M</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trials NM</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4. DISCUSSION
In order to make use of a motorcycle riding simulator for training purposes at low speed, validation is needed in representative driving conditions. In this study, simulator realism and behavioral fidelity of a motorcycle simulator are evaluated for acceleration, cornering and braking maneuvers at low speed. The participants of the experiment performed these maneuvers while controlling the vehicle using throttle, brake and steering. At the end of each maneuver, they provided measures of realism while their performances were used to evaluate behavioral fidelity.

5.4.1. SIMULATOR EVALUATION
Overall, the simulator can be used to reproduce the targeted maneuvers at low speed. This is based on the analysis of the results obtained in the conducted experiment with screen visualization, results obtained with HMD are discussed in Section 5.4.3 below.

From the performance analysis it can be seen that all the participants were able to perform the maneuvers, with the turning maneuver resulting to be slightly more difficult, with 30.6% inadequate performances exceeding the intended path with more than 3 m.

As shown in Figure 5.6 (top and bottom), the targeted beginning of the acceleration and braking maneuvers was not easily identified by the participants, as the reference point was placed in the center of gravity of the motorcycle and the only visual reference available to them were the cones placed on the road, which were not clearly visible once passed with the front wheel. This resulted in a somewhat scattered distribution of the initial point of the acceleration and braking maneuvers.

From the analysis of the velocity profiles for the acceleration maneuver, it can be seen that the participants were able to accelerate to exactly 30 km h\(^{-1}\), while in the real vehicle...
experiments, giving the same instructions to the rider, the velocity reached at the end of the maneuver was lower (see Figure 5.6). One of the possible explanations for this could be the fact that the speedometer in the riding simulator was placed close to the center of the field of view, allowing for a better speed control than on a real motorcycle, where the speedometer is placed in a lower position. Another possible explanation is related to the limited field of view of the visualization screen used during the experiment. A previous study [122] has found a correlation between the field of view and the perception of speed. In this study, the limited field of view could have influenced the participants to drive faster during the acceleration maneuver, although this did not occur in the other two maneuvers performed during the experiment.

5.4.2. Effect of Simulator Motion

The analysis of riding performance shows limited influences of motion only for the braking maneuver, with a positive effect on velocity score and a negative effect on position score. Minor influence of motion was found in the presence questionnaire, where the results for the question related to the motion aspects of the simulation were found to be significantly higher when physical motion was present. Similar results were found also in a previous experiment on the same simulator (Chapter 4) in longitudinal only scenarios and on another simulator [156] in high speed longitudinal and lateral scenarios.

Given the multiple number of t-tests performed in the analysis of the results shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8, the chance of type I errors is increased. This would mean that the tests that resulted in a significant difference might be false positives, where the null hypothesis was wrongly rejected. A Bonferroni correction [27] could be applied to take this effect into account. These correction adjusts the critical p-value to take into account the number of repeated t-tests, lowering the threshold from 5% to 0.3% (5% / 17 t-tests). This correction would make the rejection of the null hypothesis invalid for all the tests performed, and consequently indicate no significant difference between motion and no motion condition.

Another study analyzed the effect of motion on a riding simulator at higher speed [160]. They found that the addition of motion was beneficial to achieve higher simulator behavioral fidelity and presence. But when the participants were asked to rank which sensory cue was mostly influencing their performance, the majority indicated that motion was the least contributing cue of all presented. Investigations on the effect of motion can be found in literature studies on driving simulators. In the reproduction of highly dynamic lateral maneuvers, the effect of motion was found to be significant in terms of both behavioral fidelity and presence in different studies [29, 130]. Another study investigates the effects of motion while turning on a car driving simulator [38], showing that differences in driving performance are not significant with respect to the adopted motion cueing strategy, although motion cueing had an impact on perceived realism. Similarly, in this study it was found that the motion has a small impact on performance (with the exception of the braking maneuver) but a significant impact on the motion element of perceived simulator realism. We conclude that, depending on the task assigned to the participant of the simulator study, the influence of motion cueing is not a key factor to achieve a sufficient level of behavioral fidelity, while it still has an impact on the realism perceived on the simulator.
5.4.3. CONSIDERATIONS ON VISUALIZATION TECHNOLOGIES

Regarding the adopted simulator visuals, the original simulator configuration adopted a HMD as used in Chapter 4 with positive results for the reproduction of longitudinal maneuvers. In this experiment, also lateral maneuvering was added, and the HMD was found to be quickly unusable for 7 out of 10 participants due to induced motion sickness or simply due to inability to drive. The results obtained by the 3 participants who completed the study using the HMD are reported for completeness with the other results as red markers in Figures 5.7 and 5.8 and in Table 5.4. However, given the limited sample, no further conclusions can be drawn from these results.

The modification of the simulator to adopt a screen with static background resulted in the elimination of motion sickness occurrence. This can be explained with the rest frame theory found in literature [124, 123], which states that creating a static visual background consistent with the absence of inertial motion information reduces motion sickness induced by visual stimulation. This result is in contrast with a previous study [156], however, where a HMD was used in a motorcycle simulator to reproduce high speed maneuvers without inducing motion sickness. The occurrence of motion sickness when using the HMD can be therefore explained by the rest frame theory. However, it cannot be excluded that HMD can be successfully adopted in a motorcycle simulator at low speeds. Improvements may be found using more advanced HMD in combination with improved control technique for both visual and visual/motion combinations.

5.5. CONCLUSIONS

An experiment was performed to validate a motorcycle riding simulator in the speed range between 0 and 10 ms$^{-1}$. Participants were asked to reproduce a set of maneuvers which were previously performed on a real motorcycle. From the analysis of the results it can be concluded that the selected maneuvers can be reproduced on the motorcycle riding simulator, and the overall level of realism measured during the experiment is sufficient (6.2 overall on a scale from 1 to 10, 6.8 with motion and 5.6 without motion).

In terms of behavioral fidelity, the comparison between the simulator and experimental results shows good agreement, with a limited, positive, influence of the simulator motion. Only for the braking maneuver this effect was significant, which indicates that for this maneuver the use of motion is beneficial to reproduce the real-life experience and performance. Motion also had a positive effect on simulator presence, significantly increasing the feeling of being involved in the virtual environment.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In the last decades, several motorcycle riding simulators have been developed. The use of these simulators can be beneficial to develop new vehicles in combination with active safety control systems and to train riders to cope with the complex dynamics of motorcycles. These applications are very relevant, but so far, most of the riding simulators have focused on reproducing maneuvers at high speeds, where the intrinsic motorcycle instability is not of concern. The accuracy of the adopted motorcycle model is not always verified, where low model fidelity undermines the quality of the overall simulator through its different cueing systems. Mechanical motion systems have been widely adopted, with different MCAs based on washout filters or on empirical approaches. Literature studies showed the relevance of physical and visual motion cueing, particularly for the rendering of roll motion, but the adopted MCAs are not based on understanding of human motion perception. In order for riding simulators to be accepted as valid tools for their application, a subjective and objective validation should be performed. This process is not always performed/reported for simulators found in literature, but it remains crucial for the simulators adoption and understanding of the influence of cueing systems. These aspects have been divided in development and evaluation and have been treated, respectively, in Part I and II of this thesis. Next, the main findings of each part are presented, followed by an overall discussion. Finally the conclusions of this thesis are presented, together with recommendations for future work.

6.1. **Main findings**

6.1.1. **Part I: Motorcycle simulator development**

In Chapter 2, a motorcycle multibody model, in combination with engine and transmission, has been developed and validated together with control strategies for low-speed stability and lateral dynamics to facilitate the task of steering and balancing the motorcycle. From the combined analysis of acceleration and braking maneuvers, it is possible to conclude that the results of the motorcycle model correlate well with experimental data measured on an instrumented motorcycle in the speed range between 0 and 10 m\(\text{s}^{-1}\), with longitudinal accelerations up to 5 m\(\text{s}^{-2}\) in acceleration and 8 m\(\text{s}^{-2}\) in braking. For the lateral dynamics, the model results have a lag in lateral acceleration due to the lateral controller. Nevertheless, the value of lateral acceleration in steady turning is matched up to 4 m\(\text{s}^{-2}\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main findings of Chapter 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The high fidelity motorcycle model can be used to realistically reproduce longitudinal and lateral maneuvers at low speeds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The lateral dynamics controller applied on the steering allows the reproduction of cornering maneuvers, but introduces a lag.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The model can be integrated in a riding simulator for human-in-the-loop simulations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chapter 3 investigates the usability of optimization-based MCAs for the reproduction of longitudinal and lateral maneuvers at low speed. The investigation was carried
out for four-wheeled vehicles for practical reasons, including avoiding to deal with motorcycle low speed instability. The discussion in Section 6.2.2 below includes considerations related to the application of these algorithms to two-wheeled vehicles. Two different prediction strategies were evaluated. The first strategy, oracle, assumes perfect knowledge of future vehicle motion, it cannot be used for Driver-In-the-Loop (DIL) simulations and it is considered as a reference to evaluate the best motion cueing quality that can be achieved. The second strategy, constant, ignores changes in the future reference and assumes a constant reference equal to last vehicle status. The objective analysis carried out aimed to qualify and quantify the effects of the prediction strategies by means of dedicated metrics. Motion cueing quality metrics have been defined to quantify correlation, delay and absolute difference of the simulator motion with respect to the reference vehicle motion. An analysis of the adopted motion cueing mechanisms has been performed together with a study on the usage of the motion system workspace. As expected, the oracle outperforms the constant strategy, being able to coordinate the usage of multiple motion cueing mechanisms and manage the use of the limited workspace to obtain better motion cueing quality performances. The combined analysis of multiple indicators confirms the differences in performance and provides the metrics to quantify these differences. From the indicator results, a larger performance difference is obtained for longitudinal dynamic maneuvers, providing an indication of what should be improved in the future design of advanced prediction strategies for optimization-based MCAs.

### Main findings of Chapter 3

- The performance of a predictive MCA varies depending on the adopted strategy to predict future reference motion.
- With an ideal prediction, optimization-based MCAs provide better usage of limited workspace to achieve superior motion cueing quality.

### 6.1.2. PART II: MOTORCYCLE SIMULATOR EVALUATION

The evaluation of the riding simulator specifically developed for this thesis was carried out in Chapters 4 and 5. In Chapter 4 only longitudinal maneuvers were performed. The simulator evaluation, and the effect of added physical motion, was carried out by analyzing rider’s behavior and their assessment of simulator presence during an experiment with 12 participants. Participants were able to accelerate from 0 to 13.9 m s⁻¹ and brake to standstill at an intersection depending on the different situation that they were presented. The effect of simulator motion on rider’s braking performance was found to be not significant for the task investigated, while it had a significant positive influence on simulator presence.

In Chapter 5, another experiment with 12 participants was performed to validate the riding simulator for both longitudinal and lateral dynamics in the speed range between 0 and 10 m s⁻¹. Participants were asked to reproduce a set of maneuvers which were previously performed on a real motorcycle and used in Chapter 2 for validating the motorcycle model integrated in the simulator. The analysis of the results shows that the
participants could reproduce the selected maneuvers without falling or losing balance, with the turning maneuver resulting often in a large path deviation. The overall level of realism measured during the experiment is sufficient (6.2 overall on a scale from 1 to 10, 6.8 with motion and 5.6 without motion). In terms of behavioral fidelity, the comparison between the simulator and experimental results shows good agreement, with a limited, positive, influence of the simulator motion for the braking maneuver, which indicates that for this maneuver the use of motion is beneficial to reproduce the real-life experience and performance. In terms of subjective fidelity, motion had a positive effect on simulator presence, significantly increasing the feeling of being involved in the virtual environment.

### Main findings of Chapters 4 and 5

- The developed riding simulator can be used to reproduce longitudinal and lateral dynamics maneuvers at low speeds (between 0 and 13.8 m s\(^{-1}\)).
- No falls or loss of balance were reported, with participants able to reproduce acceleration from standstill and braking to standstill without using their feet.
- Participants were able to reproduce the turning maneuver without falls, but often with a large deviation from the path.
- Simulator motion had limited positive influence on riding performance in longitudinal dynamics and simulator presence.

### 6.2. DISCUSSION

#### 6.2.1. USABILITY OF THE HIGH FIDELITY MOTORCYCLE MODEL

The first objective of this thesis was to analyze the usability of a high fidelity motorcycle model in the reproduction of low speed maneuvers. The vehicle model adopted in a simulator has a crucial role as it has to accurately reproduce the vehicle dynamics to be rendered [54]. The results from the solution of the vehicle's equation of motions are used as input for the cueing systems of the simulator and therefore, the model needs to be accurate in reproducing the target maneuvers to be reproduced on the simulator.

In a riding simulator, when the objective is to reproduce maneuvers at low speeds, it is crucial to adopt a motorcycle model that accurately captures the vehicle behavior, including model instabilities which are intrinsic of single-track vehicles. In addition, the vehicle model shall create a realistic steering feel through physics based steering torque calculation. Chapter 2 focused on the development and experimental validation of a high fidelity motorcycle model to be integrated in a riding simulator, and therefore addressed the first objective of this thesis. As reported in the findings of Chapter 2 in Section 6.1.1, the developed model accurately reproduces the behavior of a real motorcycle for both longitudinal and lateral maneuvers at low speed, and it was integrated in a riding simulator for Human-in-the-Loop (HuIL) simulations.

The possibility to adopt a high fidelity model in a riding simulator implies that the inputs provided to the cueing system are more accurate and therefore the overall simula-
6.2. **DISCUSSION**

Torque fidelity is improved. High fidelity models, however, also have their disadvantages. To accurately model the dynamics of the vehicle, its powertrain, braking system and tires, numerous parameters are necessary. Some of these parameters can be found in literature for specific vehicles models, when the parameters cannot be found elsewhere they need to be estimated either with simulation or with physical testing, and consequent additional investment of time and resources.

Additionally, high fidelity models are generally more complex and often include non-linear dynamics. Real-time integration of multibody models in a riding simulator requires the adoption of efficient algorithms to formulate and numerical integrate the equation of motions [84, 36], resulting again in additional effort required. In order to identify the specific benefits of using a high fidelity model a comparison study could be carried out to underline what are the differences in simulator fidelity when simplified vehicle dynamics are adopted [73]. This was not one of the objectives of this thesis, but it is fair to assume that a more accurate model leads to higher simulator fidelity.

### 6.2.2. **EVALUATION OF OPTIMIZATION-BASED MOTION CUEING**

Once the vehicle model has been developed and integrated in the riding simulator, the results of its simulation can be used to provide cues to the simulator rider. Given the peculiar dynamics of motorcycles, particularly in relation to physical roll motion, it is crucial to understand how to correctly reproduce roll motion on a riding simulator. Approaches found in literature show the relevance of combining physical and visual motion cueing specifically for roll [137, 75, 156]. However the applied motion cueing methods are not based on understanding of human motion perception. Additionally, optimization-based MCAs have been recently found to be very suitable for the motion cueing in driving simulators, as they offer an optimal trade off between motion quality and limited motion system workspace [24].

In Chapter 3 of this thesis, an optimization-based MCA has been developed and its performance has been evaluated for a driving simulator. The objective of this chapter was to investigate the usability of such algorithms and the influence of the adopted prediction strategy used to define the future motion reference required by these algorithms. The prediction strategies that were analyzed are opposed to each other, as one of them (oracle) is ideal, resulting in better motion cueing quality and workspace usage but not suitable for DIL simulations; and the other one (constant) too simplistic, feasible for DIL simulations but with sub optimal performances.

Results show the importance of the prediction strategy in optimization-based MCAs and the potential advantages associated with the adoption of an accurate prediction strategy. However, these algorithms are based on optimization, where the dynamics of the motion system and its constraints are modeled and integrated in a MPC together with an optimization function aiming at minimizing motion cueing errors. Generally, MPC problems are computationally more expensive than typical washout algorithms and their real-time implementation is often based on advanced techniques such as the real-time iteration (RTI) scheme [43]. To avoid these complications, studies found in literature decouple the solution of the 6 DOF spatial MPC problem in smaller (simpler) problems associated to a single direction of motion (e.g., surge/pitch, sway/roll, heave, yaw) [10]. Such simplification results in better computational performances but it does
not consider the coupling between different motion channels and therefore results in lower motion cueing quality.

Independently from the approach taken, the need for an accurate prediction strategy remains a challenging task, where in some applications assumptions can be made which simplify the prediction of future vehicle motion given the objective of the simulations. As an example, in racing applications it might be relatively easier to estimate future vehicle motion as, especially expert racing drivers are very consistent among different laps.

An additional challenge is given by the time available to compute the prediction, in fact the MPC problem requires a complete prediction at each time step, where typical prediction lengths vary between 0.5 and 8 seconds [90] while the time step for the MPC problem is typically two orders of magnitude smaller. The requirements for an accurate prediction can be partially relaxed in relation to the estimation of vehicle motion in 6 DOF, as the most important motion channels, requiring the largest motion system displacement, are typically longitudinal and lateral accelerations and yaw rate. Therefore, an accurate prediction of only these channels should already provide significant improvements to motion cueing quality. The considerations made here are certainly valid for driving simulators, but they can be applied to riding simulators as well.

The approach adopted has the objective to optimize the motion perceived by the subject on the simulator, independently from what the motion is. Therefore, by replacing the reference with the motion of a motorcycle, the same algorithm can be also used for motion cueing in a riding simulator, with similar considerations regarding the adopted prediction strategy. Similar criteria to optimize motion cueing quality can also be adopted, based on the metrics introduced in Chapter 3. Washout MCAs are further adopted and evaluated in this thesis for practical reasons, including implementation simplicity and computational efficiency for human-in-the-loop simulations.

6.2.3. Human-in-the-loop evaluation of the riding simulator

In the second part of this thesis, the last research objective addressed is the evaluation of riding simulator realism when reproducing longitudinal and lateral dynamics maneuvers at low speed. In order to deal with this objective, a complete riding simulator was developed integrating the motorcycle model presented in Chapter 2.

The simulator was evaluated in two different studies, first for only longitudinal (Chapter 4) and then for combined longitudinal and lateral (Chapter 5) dynamic maneuvers. In both studies the effects of motion cueing on rider behavior/performance and perceived realism was evaluated. The results of the conducted experiments show that the riders were able to reproduce the maneuvers on the riding simulator with a sufficient level of realism. The reproduction of longitudinal dynamics maneuvers was positively judged in terms of realism, and participants were able to performed the assigned maneuvers most of the times.

Lateral dynamics maneuvers were somewhat more difficult to reproduce, given the amount of times that the riders were not able to complete the cornering maneuver without going outside of the allowed boundaries. Simulator motion had a small positive influence on riding performance limited to longitudinal maneuvers, in particular on braking performance, and on perceived realism. As expected, results show that the sensory aspects of simulator presence associated to the sense of moving within the virtually sim-
ulated environment were significantly higher when simulator motion was present. Mi-
nor differences were also noticeable in results associated with distraction factors, indic-
ating that simulator riders might be less focused on their tasks due to the presence of
simulator motion.

Overall, the addition of motion to the riding simulator, brought to minor, but posi-
tive results. Adding a motion system does bring additional technological and scientific
challenges, such as: the choice of a MCA and its tuning, the potential occurrence of mo-
tion sickness and the ethical challenges associated with operating heavy machinery with
human subjects.

Together with motion systems, also other cueing devices contribute to the creation
of an immersive riding simulator, including visual, acoustic and actuated steering. Con-
sidering them separately, we can use objective metrics to identify whether these cueing
are accurate, as done in Chapter 3, and use these metrics to improve their realism before
integrating them in the simulator. However, it cannot be concluded that the individually
tuned cueing systems will improve the overall realism of the riding simulator. Of course,
it can be expected that improving the quality of each cueing will have a positive effect
on the realism of the simulator, but this can only be concluded after an accurate objec-
tive and subjective evaluation. It is also possible that the addition of a particular cueing
might result in a reduction/modification of simulator realism. One example of this effect
is the physical rendering of vehicle acceleration in a simulator, causing the motion of the
human body on the simulator and therefore influencing the input on the control action
device. This effect is know as biodynamic feedthrough and it requires mitigation control
techniques to be adopted on input control devices to remove its detrimental effects
[149].

6.3. Conclusions

With respect to the first objective it can be concluded that the adopted high fidelity
motorcycle model well reproduced low speed maneuvers. The model presented
in Chapter 2 not only reproduces vehicle accelerations at low speeds, but it also repro-
duces the behavior of the motorcycle powertrain (engine and transmission) and braking
system. The validation was conducted by comparing model simulation results with data
acquired on an instrumented motorcycle with more than satisfactory results for both
longitudinal and lateral dynamics maneuvers. The adoption of a high fidelity model,
although requiring additional effort, has the potential to improve the overall simulator
fidelity as the results of model simulation generates the reference for all the cueing sys-
tems used in the simulator.

Based on the results presented in Chapter 3, it can be concluded that optimization-
based MCAs offer the potential to improve motion cueing quality in a variety of simula-
tion scenarios, and in particular for low speeds maneuvers. The full potential of these
algorithms is fully unleashed when an accurate reference of future vehicle motion is
known a priori. A simplified, yet feasible, prediction strategy was evaluate against the
ideal prediction, but provided only sub optimal results both in terms of motion cueing
quality and workspace utilization. With respect to the second research objective of this
thesis, predictive MCAs are computationally expensive but with an accurate prediction
they provide optimal results based on the trade off between the motion perceived on the
simulator and the available motion system workspace.

Finally, with respect to the third and last research objective of this thesis it can be concluded that the developed riding simulator provides sufficient level of realism for the reproduction of longitudinal and lateral maneuvers at low speeds. In Chapter 4 only longitudinal dynamics were evaluated, while in Chapter 5 also lateral dynamics maneuvering was included. The addition of motion cueing had a small positive effect on riding performance in longitudinal maneuvers and improved sensory factors of simulator presence, with a possible negative influence due to participant distraction from their task. The evaluation of additional/modified cueing systems needs to be evaluated individually on the overall simulator realism, as their influence does not only depend on their single effect, but also on the potential (unwanted) combination with other cues.

6.4. Recommendations

Going beyond the scope of this thesis, a few recommendations for future work are identified based on the outcome of this thesis.

Regarding vehicle modeling specifically for riding simulators, but for all simulators in general, the adoption of high fidelity models is recommended. Although they require an additional effort for their implementation and validation, they represent the single most effective simulator component that can greatly improve the overall simulator fidelity, as the results of their numerical integration provides the input for all the cueing systems. Additionally, the adoption of high fidelity models (sometimes referred as Digital Twins) offers the opportunity to evaluate model modifications on the riding/driving experience, allowing to subjectively evaluate a design concept before the physical prototype is available. This approach can be used to improve vehicle ride and handling performances as well as comfort associated with vertical dynamics. Additionally it can be used for validation and verification of control techniques used in support of the rider/driver of the vehicle, including, but not limited to, advanced Anti-lock Braking Systems (ABS) to support the riders to brake as quickly as possible without dramatically changing direction and different Advanced Driver-Assistance Systems (ADAS) to support driving functions like adaptive cruise control, intersection crossing assistant and automatic valet parking.

With respect to MCAs and their usage for human-in-the-loop simulations, this thesis underlines the capabilities of predictive algorithms based on optimization. To benefit of the full potential of these algorithms, a strategy capable of accurately predict future vehicle motion is necessary, at least for the motion channels which require the largest workspace (surge, sway and yaw). One possibility to obtain a potential strategy is the embedding of a simplified vehicle-driver model with a reference trajectory which can be solved to obtain a quick approximation of future vehicle motion. Such prediction strategy would provide information to the predictive MCA regarding large motion that are about to occur, giving the possibility to the algorithm to adopt motion cueing strategies like pre-positioning on velocity buffering, as well as the coordination of the two.

Another possible strategy to formulate an accurate prediction strategy can be achieved by analyzing data measured on real vehicles. With the technological advances of the last years, commercial vehicles are equipped with more and more sensors and communicate with base station collecting extremely large amount of data. By using vehicle accelerations information measured with an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), and combining
these information with images from a front viewing camera, a neural network can be trained to predict what the future vehicle motion will look like for the next few seconds. These technologies are already being developed to accelerate the rise of automated vehicles and could be applied also here to improve motion cueing in simulators.

Additionally, given the general formalism of MPCs which is at the base of predictive MCAs, the model used within the optimization could also be extended to include a perception model, which would compute the motion that a human would perceive when subjected to the vehicle accelerations computed by the vehicle dynamic model. The main human organ responsible for motion perception is the vestibular system. Different linear models have been developed and can be found in literature, but given the complexity and the subjectivity of the matter, the adoption of these model is somewhat controversial for applications like riding or driving simulators. Future work should focus on further understanding the human process of motion perception and the interaction with other sensory systems in order to provide additional insight for the development of even more advanced MCAs.

On riding simulator evaluation, a recommendation for future work is to focus on the effects of other cues and their interaction with each other. In this thesis, motion cueing was specifically investigated, while a single technique was adopted for proprioceptive cueing to render the forces exchanged between the rider and the motorcycle handlebar. The technique adopted in this thesis could be further improved by refining the tuning parameters of the lateral dynamics controller acting on the motorcycle handlebar to improve the performances in cornering maneuvers. Future works should focus on investigating different techniques for proprioceptive cueing on simulator realism, based on experimental measurement of steering torque on an actual motorcycle.

Additionally, other rider/vehicle interactions that have not been considered in this study should be investigated. Riders do not only control their vehicle by means of the handlebar, but they also interact by moving their body, shifting their weight on the vehicle and applying forces on the footrests. On the usability of HMD on motion riding simulator, the results presented in this thesis were partially unsuccessful. However, it cannot be excluded that future HMD technology might improve their usage by providing faster algorithms for head tracking and computer graphic rendering combined with higher screen resolutions.
A

MOTORCYCLE MULTIBODY MODEL
A.1. INTRODUCTION

Some details of the motorcycle model introduced in Chapter 2 are reported in this appendix. The model is based on multibody dynamics theory where each body of the motorcycle is modeled separately as well as the connections between bodies. These connections can be ideal, only allowing a very specific relative motion, depending on the type of connection, or they could have some compliance, modeled with an elastic and a viscous force depending on the relative displacement and velocity between the bodies. Other elements adopted in the model are lumped springs and dampers to reproduce forces and torques exchanged within the model, as well as other forces and torques elements such as tires.

A.2. REFERENCE FRAMES

A fixed global reference frame is used to determine the position and orientation of each body in space. An additional reference frame system, which is defined as Non-Centroidal Body Fixed (NCBF) frame, is used to define the inertial properties of the bodies. The center of gravity of the body is then defined with respect to its NCBF frame. The position in the global reference frame of the NCBF frame of each body is defined by the three-point method, which are used for locating and orienting a reference frame in space.

![Figure A.1: Frames used to define position, orientation and inertial properties of each body of the motorcycle model.](image)

A.3. THREE-POINT (PQR) METHOD

The three-point method of locating and orienting a reference frame relative to a parent reference frame involves defining the Cartesian coordinates of three points:

- the origin of the reference frame (called point P),
A.4. Bodies properties

Using the three-point (PQR) method, the position of the NCBF frame for each body of the motorcycle can be defined. The position of the center of gravity of each body is defined in Cartesian coordinates with respect to the NCBF frame. The coordinates of the P, Q and R points in the global reference frame for each body, as well as the position of their center of gravity and the inertial properties of the bodies are property of the vehicle manufacturer and cannot be disclosed in this thesis.

A.5. Model topology

The bodies presented in the previous section are connected to each other by means of joints. The joints used for the motorcycle model, with the relative constrained bodies are reported in Table A.1. Each joint allows only a specific movement between the bodies, depending on the type, and constrains the other degrees of freedom. The joint types used on the motorcycle model are:

- Revolute joint (REV): allows the relative rotation around a defined axis and provides 5 degrees of constraint,
- Translational joint (TRA): allows the relative translation along a defined axis and provides 5 degrees of constraint,
• Spherical joint (SPH): allows the relative rotations and provides 3 degrees of constraint,

• Universal joint (UNI): allows the rotation around two defined perpendicular axis and provides 4 degrees of constraint, and

• Bracket joint (BRA): does not allow any relative motion and provides 6 degrees of constraint.

The model comprises of 16 bodies, each body has 6 degrees of freedom in space and therefore the total number of degrees of freedom of the model without joints is 96. The total number of degrees that are constrained by the joints can be calculated by adding the degrees of constraint of all joints. The joints provide a total of 83 degrees of constraint, computed as follows:

• 6 revolute joints for 5 degrees of constraint: 30, plus
• 3 translational joints for 5 degrees of constraint: 15, plus
• 2 spherical joint for 3 degrees of constraint: 6, plus
• 2 universal joints for 4 degrees of constraint: 8, plus
• 4 bracket joints for 6 degrees of constraint: 24.

The remaining number of degrees of freedom of the motorcycle model is 13, computed by subtracting the total number of degrees of constraint from the total number of degrees of freedom (96 - 83 = 13). A scheme of the motorcycle model topology is shown in Figure A.3.
A.5. **Model Topology**

![Diagram of motorcycle multibody model](image)

Figure A.3: Topology of the motorcycle multibody model.
Table A.1: List of joints used in the motorcycle model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Joint type</th>
<th>Body 1</th>
<th>Body 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REV</td>
<td>Frame</td>
<td>Upper fork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REV</td>
<td>Frame</td>
<td>Engine subframe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REV</td>
<td>Lower fork</td>
<td>Front spindle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REV</td>
<td>Engine subframe</td>
<td>Subframe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REV</td>
<td>Torsion bar</td>
<td>Swingarm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REV</td>
<td>Rear bearing</td>
<td>Rear spindle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA</td>
<td>Upper fork</td>
<td>Lower fork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA</td>
<td>Upper rear susp. rx</td>
<td>Lower rear susp. rx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA</td>
<td>Upper rear susp. lx</td>
<td>Lower rear susp. lx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPH</td>
<td>Frame</td>
<td>Upper rear susp. rx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPH</td>
<td>Frame</td>
<td>Upper rear susp. lx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNI</td>
<td>Lower rear susp. rx</td>
<td>Swingarm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNI</td>
<td>Lower rear susp. lx</td>
<td>Swingarm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRA</td>
<td>Subframe</td>
<td>Torsion bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRA</td>
<td>Swingarm</td>
<td>Rear bearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRA</td>
<td>Rear spindle</td>
<td>Rear wheel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRA</td>
<td>Front spindle</td>
<td>Front wheel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Joint types: REV = Revolute, TRA = Translational, SPH = Spherical, UNI = Universal, BRA = Bracket.
ADAPTIVE FILTER-BASED MOTION CUEING ALGORITHM
B.1. INTRODUCTION

The Motion Cueing Algorithm (MCA) adopted in Chapters 4 and 5 is described here. This algorithm is an adaptive version of a filter-based MCA typically adopted in the automotive and aerospace domains, commonly known as “washout”, for its effect of removing (washing out) the sustained accelerations. A scheme of the adopted MCA is represented in Figure B.1 and it differs from a standard washout filter due to the adoption of the adaptive block.

![Diagram of the adaptive filter-based motion cueing algorithm]

Figure B.1: Scheme of the adaptive filter-based motion cueing algorithm.

B.2. REFERENCE FRAMES

The input for the MCA are the specific forces and angular velocities to be reproduced on the motion system. Typically these quantities are computed by the time integration of a vehicle model. The vehicle model has three main reference systems (see Figure B.2a): the inertial reference frame (IF), the reference frame placed in the center of gravity of the vehicle (CGF) and the reference frame of the riders head (HF). The vehicle accelerations and angular velocities are typically computed in the CGF reference frame, but the targets for the motion cueing are the specific forces and angular velocities in the HF frame. By knowing the position of HF with respect to CGF, a kinematic transformation can be performed which translates the input in the HF frame. This kinematic transformation is performed in the Map In block of the MCA, where the relative position of the HF with respect to the CGF is reported in Table B.1.

Similarly, three reference frames are defined for the simulator (as shown in Figure B.2b): the fixed base frame (FBF), the moving base frame (MBF) and the frame of the rider's head on the simulator (SHF). The MBF is typically positioned in the center of the moving base, but the objective of the MCA is to reproduce the motion translated in SHF. In order to perform the change of reference the position of the SHF with respect to the
MBF must be specified. This operation is performed in the Platform kinematics block of the MCA and the relative position of the SHF with respect to the MBF are reported in Table B.1.

Table B.1: Relative coordinates of the HF and SHF with respect to CGF and MBF, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Position of HF with respect to CGF: x</td>
<td></td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position of HF with respect to CGF: y</td>
<td></td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position of HF with respect to CGF: z</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position of SHF with respect to MBF: x</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position of SHF with respect to MBF: y</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position of SHF with respect to MBF: z</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B.3. Map In

The Map In block also has two additional functions. First, it includes a first order low-pass filtering of the input signals, this allows to remove the high frequency content that cannot be reproduced on the motion system as well as signal noise. Second, it implements a rate limiting function on linear accelerations and rotational velocities. The cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter and the rate limiting values are reported in Table B.2.
Table B.2: Parameters of the Map In block of the motion cueing algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low-pass filter cut-off frequency</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>rad s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate limit for linear accelerations</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>m s⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate limit for angular velocities</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>rad s⁻²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B.4. **High-Pass Linear**

The linear accelerations in longitudinal direction (surge), lateral direction (sway) and vertical direction (heave) are passed to the High-Pass (HP) linear block, which is responsible for scaling them and removing the low-frequency content of the signals by means of a first order high-pass filter. The transfer function of the high-pass filter in the Laplace domain can be written as follows:

\[
\frac{s}{s + \omega},
\]

where \(\omega\) is the cut-off angular frequency of the filter. Besides filtering the input signals, the HP linear block also limits the output accelerations to ensure that they never exceeds the maximum value. The parameters used for HP linear block in the experiments described in the Chapters 4 and 5 are reported in Table B.3.

Table B.3: Parameters of the HP linear block of the motion cueing algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value (Ch.4)</th>
<th>Value (Ch.5)</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HP filter Surge cut-off freq.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>rad s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP filter Surge gain</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP filter Sway cut-off freq.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>rad s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP filter Sway gain</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP filter Heave cut-off freq.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>rad s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP filter Heave gain</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limit value of output accelerations</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>m s⁻²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B.5. **Low-Pass Linear**

Longitudinal and lateral accelerations are passed to the Low-Pass (LP) linear block, which is responsible for scaling and filtering the low-frequency content of the signals, the so-called sustained accelerations, by means of a second order low-pass filter. The transfer function of this filter in the Laplace domain can be written as follows:

\[
\frac{\omega^2}{s^2 + 2\zeta\omega s + \omega^2},
\]

where \(\omega\) is the cut-off angular frequency of the filter and \(\zeta\) is the damping of the filter. These accelerations are reproduced by tilting the motion system to certain roll and pitch angles. The LP linear block also ensures that the output accelerations do not exceed
B.6. **HIGH-PASS ROTATIONAL**

In the HP rotational block, the angular accelerations are scaled and then filtered with a third-order high-pass filter. The transfer function of this filter can be written in the Laplace domain as follows:

$$\frac{s^3}{(s^2 + 2\zeta\omega s + \omega^2)(s + \omega)}, \quad (B.3)$$

where $\omega$ is the cut-off angular frequency of the second order part of the filter, $\omega_2$ is the cut-off angular frequency of the first order part of the filter and $\zeta$ is the damping of the filter. The resulting angular accelerations are also limited to a maximum value. The parameters used for the HP rotational block in the experiments described in the Chapters 4 and 5 are reported in Table B.5.

Table B.5: Parameters of the HP rotational block of the motion cueing algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value (Ch.4)</th>
<th>Value (Ch.5)</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HP filter Roll cut-off freq. (2\text{nd} order)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>rad s(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP filter Roll cut-off freq. (1\text{st} order)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>rad s(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP filter Roll damping</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP filter Roll gain</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP filter Pitch cut-off freq. (2\text{nd} order)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>rad s(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP filter Pitch cut-off freq. (1\text{st} order)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>rad s(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP filter Pitch damping</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP filter Pitch gain</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP filter Yaw cut-off freq. (2\text{nd} order)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>rad s(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP filter Yaw cut-off freq. (1\text{st} order)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>rad s(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP filter Yaw damping</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP filter Yaw gain</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limit value of output rot. accelerations</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>rad s(^{-2})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B.7. ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM

The adaptive algorithm takes as input the output generated by the HP linear and the sum of the outputs from the LP linear and the HP rotational blocks and modifies them according to the adaptive cueing strategy. The principle of the adaptive algorithm is to introduce more washout on the linear displacements to ensure that the platform stays within its workspace. Washout is a term used to identify a motion applied to the platform that goes in the opposite direction of the one needed to provide inertial feedback to the simulator user. The washout motion is therefore a false motion cue, which is necessary to avoid the physical limitations of the motion system. The advantage of an adaptive cueing algorithm is that when the required motion is small, the motion system will use more of the available workspace to reproduce more accurately the motion reference. While, when the required motion is very large, the adaptive algorithm will reduce the linear platform displacements keeping the system within its boundaries. The way the additional displacements are calculated is by minimizing a cost function. The factors involved are: actuator position (large positions need to be avoided due to limited actuator lengths), actuator velocity (high velocities require large actuators positions, which is an issue due to limited length) and washout acceleration (washout is a false cue and needs to be minimized). The tuning of the adaptive algorithm requires a trade-off between these three quantities.

B.8. PLATFORM KINEMATICS

The output of the Adaptive block is then passed to the Platform kinematics block, which translates the requested motion in actuator reference signals to be commanded to the motion system.
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